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パルサーにおける遠⼼⼒加速の本質について
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• 電磁誘導でプラズマを振
り回してè遠⼼⼒加速

• 起電⼒を使ってè沿磁⼒
線電場E// 加速

4.17. A REVIEW ON RECONNECTION

4.17.2 What happens in the pulsar: revisit

Let us consider a magnetosphere filled with quasi-neutral plasma, ie, its density is much

higher than the Goldreich-Julian (GJ) density. In this case, the ideal-MHD condition

would hold as long as the Lorentz factor of the particles is moderate.

Under the ideal-MHD, the plasma tends to co-rotate with the star because of electro-

magnetic induction. The strict co-rotation suggests a catastrophe as seen in

global-2corot; vϕ = Ωϖ → c as ϕ → RL = c/Ω, (4.17.65)

where the Lorentz factor would diverge toward the light cylinder. Then, actually, centrifu-

gal force increases up to some critical value to break up the ideal-MHD, and the plasma

might be thrown away with a high Lorentz factor. This is an idea of the “centrifugal

wind”. The outflow must be along the open magnetic field lines, so breakup of the field

lines to open is an essential ingredient for the centrifugal acceleration, but this is also an

result of the enhanced inertia of the plasma.

Along the open field lines, however, the flow velocity does not follow (4.17.65) but does

the iso-rotation law,

global-2isorot; v = Ωϖeϕ + κB, (4.17.66)

where κ is a scaler function to be determined. As seen in its azimuthal component

Vϕ = Ωϕ+κBϕ, a delay from the strict co-rotation takes place due to bending of magnetic

field backward, Bϕ < 0 in the upper hemisphere z > 0, and vice versa in the lower

hemisphere. This suppress increase of the Lorentz factor. Many authors have shown

that the centrifugal acceleration is moderate, say γ∞ ∼ σ1/3 in the Michel solution. It is

sometimes said that the centrifugal acceleration is analogous to a bead thrown away on

the rotating rigid rod. In this analogy, the reality is that the rod is elastic and that the

bending is too large to accelerate a bead.

The toroidal field Bϕ appears in the poloidal current loop according to the Améar’s

law. The poloidal current loop is such that it starts from the neutron star, goes out along

the equatorial region toward infinity, and turns back to the star in higher latitudes. It is

notable that the toroidal field disappears, and the strict co-rotation could be takes place

at the outer edge of the current loop.

With keeping in these points in mind, we find that vicinity of the Y-point is only the

place where efficient centrifugal acceleration can take place.
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ローレンツ因⼦の発散

3.22. AT NAGOYA

magnetosphereに関しては，200を越えるガンマ線パルサーのデータ集積。Crab pulsarの 1TeV以上のパルス放射 (Cherenckov telescopes)理論ではMHD simulation と PIC simulation が発展。Current sheet dissipation や re-

connection が注目されている。古い gap modelと対立している。
ideal-MHD, force-free 近似で

Lrot =
µ2Ω4

c3
(1 + sin2 α) (3.22.1)

が示されている。これは自然の結果：高校での起電力の問題で
E = v ×B/c, emf = Eℓ = vBℓ/c (3.22.2)

の結果と、電磁誘導
−1

c

∂B

∂t
= ∇×E, −1

c

dΦ

dt
=

∫
Edℓ, (3.22.3)

から、
emf = −d(BS/c)

dt
= vBℓ/c (3.22.4)

の結果が同じになることを思い出す。ideal-MHDの時は、斜め回転の時も、ローレンツ力による電荷分離、電場発生を考えて、その電場による起電力を考えれば起電力が求められ、そこから、Poyinting energy を求めるとパワーが出てくる。ideal MHD

E +
1

c
v ×B = 0 (3.22.5)

なら
E⊥ =

1

c
(Ωr sin θeϕ)×Bp ∼ BL at LC (3.22.6)

が起電力によるもので、磁場の引きずり (電流)は同じく ideal-MHD条件より
Bϕ ∼ Ωr sin θ

c
Bp ∼ BL at LC (3.22.7)

になる。よって、
Lrot =

∫
cE ×B

4π
dS ∼ cR2

LB
2
L =

µ2Ω4

c3
(3.22.8)

を得る。この程度の Poyiting energy は軸対称でもでるが、斜め回転になるとBpのピークが極から赤道に sinαの依存性で増加するため 1 + sin2 αの因子が表れる。
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回転駆動型パルサーは⾼速⾃転
する磁⽯で、電波からガンマま
で広域で光っている。
放射の元となる粒⼦加速の機構
が未解決

はじめに

加速にはつたつの顔がある

プラズマ密度が低い場合
プラズマ密度が⾼い場合

frozen-in

磁場が開いて
投げ⾶ばされる
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higher than the Goldreich-Julian (GJ) density. In this case, the ideal-MHD condition
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magnetic induction. The strict co-rotation suggests a catastrophe as seen in

global-2corot; vϕ = Ωϖ → c as ϖ → RL = c/Ω, (4.17.65)

where the Lorentz factor would go up toward the light cylinder. Actually, centrifugal force

increases up to some critical value to break up the ideal-MHD, and the plasma might be

thrown away with a high Lorentz factor. This is an idea of the “centrifugal wind”.
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The outflow must be along the open magnetic field lines, so breakup of the field lines

should be associated.

Along the open field lines, however, the flow velocity does not follow (4.17.65) but does

the iso-rotation law,

global-2isorot; v = Ωϖeϕ + κB, (4.17.66)
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hemisphere. This suppress increase of the Lorentz factor. Many authors have shown

that the centrifugal acceleration is moderate, say γ∞ ∼ σ1/3 in the Michel solution. It is

sometimes said that the centrifugal acceleration is analogous to a bead thrown away on
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equatorial current sheet

Y-point

Figure 1. Schematic picture of an axisymmetric magnetosphere with close
and open magnetic field lines. The small arrows indicate poloidal currents,
which form a loop in each hemisphere starting from the star in lower latitudes
and go back to the star in higher latitudes. The top of the close field lines is a
junction of the current sheets in the force-free limit, called a Y-point.

The poloidal current loop has an essential role to carry Poynting
energy away from the neutron star, since the toroidal magnetic field
in the loop makes the Poyinting flux, 𝑐𝑬⊥×𝑩𝜑/4𝜋, where 𝑬⊥ is the
electric field across the magnetic field produced by the electrotive
force of the star. Then the field aligned flow is Poyinting energy
dominant. However, due to symmetry, the equatorial plane is the
place where the toroidal field vanishes. The plasma motion may
become very close to the pure corotaion in a reagion where the
equatorial current sheet touches the closed field region or in a very
vicinity of a so-called Y-point (Figure 1).

Meanwhile, highly accurate PIC simulations are
avairable to provide detailed analysis for the cen-
trifugal acceleration (Chen & Beloborodov 2014;
Belyaev 2015; Hakobyan, Philippov, & Spitkovsky 2023;
Bransgrove, Beloborodov, & Levin 2023; Hu & Beloborodov
2022). It has been shown that most of the space outside the
equatorial current sheet is Poynting energy dominant, and that
Poynting energy is converted to kinetic energy in the vicinity of
the Y-point and the equatorial current sheet. On the other hand,
acceleretion by the field-aligned electric field is also indicated in
some cases. These results seems to show different faces of the
magnetosphere, depending on the code prescriptions. It is interesting
that Hu & Beloborodov (2022) show an acceleration in azimuthal
direction such as expected in the centrifugal acceleration. Another
interesting feature of their simulations is ejection of plasmoids.

In the following, we study the centrifugal acceleration that is ex-
pected in a vicinity of the Y-point. It will be shown that super-fast
flows appear inside the thin current layer. The super-fast flows pro-
vide the azimuthal drift current to open the closed magnetic field.
We will propose a self-consistent structure of the centrifugal wind.

2 MAGNETIC FIELD OPENING BY THE CENTRIFUGAL
DRIFT CURRENT

Let us estimate the Lorentz factor to open the magnetic field lines by
the centrifugal drift current. The region we consider is the vicinity of
the Y-point as shown in Figure 1. In the following sections, we use
the cylindrical coordinate (𝑍 ,𝜛, 𝜑) with the unit vectors denoted
by 𝒆𝑍 , 𝒆𝜛 , 𝒆𝜑 . The centrifugal drift velocity, which has opposite
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4.18. パルサーの遠心力加速と磁気リコネクション
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図 4.18.2: 軸対称パルサーモデル
以下では、Y-point 近傍の物理を検討する。しかし、Y-point付近の構造は、outer gapの活動性や磁気圏内の各場所でのペア生成率とも強くリンクしているのでそのことを含めてグローバルな議論も含める。また、Y-pointからの赤道面に沿ったプラズマはいわゆる

plasmoid を含む流れでありこの領域における reconnectionも議論しなければならない。
4.18.0.1 遠心力ドリフト電流による磁場の opening

Y-point 近傍で共回転速度が光速に近づき Lorentz factor が大きくなったプラズマがあるとする。密度を nとする。弱い poloidal 磁場が存在する。遠心力ドリフト速度は電子と陽電子とは反対方向で
v± = c

F ×B

±eB2
= ± γmc2

eBYRY
ceφ (4.18.1)

で与えられるだろう。ここで、Y-pointの位置をϖ = RY、弱いながらも存在する磁場の大きさをBY として、遠心力をF = (γmc2/RY )eϖで見積もった。遠心力ドリフト電流密度は
jφ = 2n|v±| = 2nc

γmc2

eBYRY
(4.18.2)

である。磁場が開かれている条件は Ampéreの法則∇×B = (4π/c)jで図のような閉曲線 Cを考えて
4π

c

∫

inside C
jφda =

∫

inside C
∇×B · eφda =

∫

C
B · ds (4.18.3)

4π

c
jφL∆ = 2BpL (4.18.4)

になる。ここで、赤道面の加速領域外の開いた磁場の強さをBp、jφ-corrent sheet の実効的な厚みを∆とした。この条件を課すことで必要な Lorentz factor を
γ =

eB2
p

4πcmc2
RY

∆

Bp

BY
(4.18.5)
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ABSTRACT
We have studied the internal structure of the thin current sheet which is exluded in the force-free model. It is shown that the

centrifugal particle accerelation takes place in the open-closed boundary of the magnetic field lines, so called Y-point. The
particles are accelerated in the azimthal direction causing centrifugal drift current, which changes the closed field line to be
openend. We show that the particles becomes super-fast flows. However, the trans-super-fast flow would not provie enough
current to open the closed magnetic field. We suggest that the injection of super-fast flow by magnetic reconection at the Y-point
can provied such a strong current.

Key words: keyword1 – keyword2 – keyword3

1 INTRODUCTION
(brief history)

(assumption: situlation under consideration)
axisymmetry steady magnetosphere
ideal-MHD holds

The magnetospheric plasma tends to corotate with the star. Strict
corotaion,

𝑣𝜑 = 𝜛Ω → 𝑐 as 𝜛 = 𝑐/Ω ≡ 𝑅L, (1)

would lead us to a divergence of the Lorentz factor at the light cylin-
der. In reality, before that, the inertia becomes very large, and the
centrifugal drift current increases to open magnetic field lines. The
plasma accelerated in azimuthal direction would be thrown away
along the open field lines. This is the idea of the centrifugal acceler-
ation, just like a trebuchet.

After large efforts (citation here), however, the centrifugal accel-
eration in the flow along the open field lines is concluded to be inef-
ficient. With the ideal-MHD condition, the azimuthal velocity does
not follow the corotation but does iso-rotation law, 𝑣𝜑 = Ω𝜛 + 𝜅𝐵𝜑 ,
where 𝜅 is a scalar function to be determined. In an open field region,
the magnetic field lines trail backward due to rotation, resulting in
negative 𝜅𝐵𝜑 , meaning departure from the corotation. Thus the sling-
shot acceleration fails. Typical Lorentz factor to be reached is 𝛾1/3

0
(Michel ...), where 𝛾0 = 𝐵2

𝐿/4𝜋𝑛𝑚𝑐2 = 𝛾max/M is the magnetiza-
tion parameter evaluated at the light cylinder. With this acceleration
we cannot explain the gamma-ray emission from the pulsars, neither
have enough drift current for magnetic field lines to open.

The toroidal magnetic field is maintained by a ploidal current loos
as shown in Figure 1. The loop current has an essential role to carry
Poyinting energy away from the neutron star, since the Poyinting flux
is given by 𝑐𝑬⊥ × 𝑩𝜑/4𝜋, where 𝑬⊥ is the electric field across the

★ E-mail: shibata@sci.kj.yamagata-u.ac.jp

magnetic field produced by electrotive force of the star. Then the
field aligned flow is Poyinting energy dominant. Due to symmetry
the equatorial plane is the place where the toroidal field vanishes.
As seen in Figure 1, the most probable place of the centrifugal
acceleration is the vicinity of the Y-point located, where the magnetic
field configuration changes from close to open at the top of the last
closed field line. This region has weak 𝐵𝜑 , the plasma may show
corotation.

Thus, the strong centrifugal acceleration would expected to be
localized. Meanwhile, highly accurate particle-in-cell (PIC) simula-
tions become possible to provide detailed analysis for the centrifugal
acceleration. It has been shown that most of the space outside the
equatorial current sheet is Poynting energy dominant, and that Poynt-
ing energy is converted to kinetic energy in the vicinity of the Y-point
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field strength in this region and the axial distance. We have the current
density

𝑗𝜑 = 2𝑛|𝒗d | ≈ 2𝑛𝑐 𝛾𝑚𝑐2

𝐵Y𝑅Y
. (3)

Applying the Ampère’s law with the closed curve C in Figure x, the
condition for opening the magnic field is (4𝜋/𝑐) 𝑗𝜑Δ = 2𝐵p, where
𝐵p is the ploidal field strength and Δ is the thicknes of the current
sheet. With this condition, we have the Lorentz factor with which the
centrifugal dirift current has enough strength to open the magnetic
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We expect a thin layer as Δ ≪ 𝑅Y, and weak magnetic field, 𝐵Y <<
𝐵L. If (𝑅Y/Δ) (𝐵Y/𝐵L) ≈ 1, 𝛾c ≈ 𝛾max/M. This value of the
Lorentz factor is just expected one because 𝛾max/M is the Lorentz
factor obtained if the Poynting energy is converted to kinetic energy.

It would be nice to find Δ and 𝐵Y in a self-consistent manner,
considering the magnetohydrodynamics inside the current layer. One
may guessΔ the Larmore radius of the accelerated particles. This may
be the case if the plasma density is near or less than the Goldreich-
Julian density. However, in the case of dense plasma, magnetohydro-
dinamical process may determine the thickness Δ. In the following
sections, we will take a slightly deeper MHD approach.

2.1 Structure of the current sheet
3 CONCLUSIONS
The last numbered section should briefly summarise what has been
done, and describe the final conclusions which the authors draw from
their work.
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4.18. パルサーの遠心力加速と磁気リコネクション
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図 4.18.2: 軸対称パルサーモデル
以下では、Y-point 近傍の物理を検討する。しかし、Y-point付近の構造は、outer gapの活動性や磁気圏内の各場所でのペア生成率とも強くリンクしているのでそのことを含めてグローバルな議論も含める。また、Y-pointからの赤道面に沿ったプラズマはいわゆる

plasmoid を含む流れでありこの領域における reconnectionも議論しなければならない。
4.18.0.1 遠心力ドリフト電流による磁場の opening

Y-point 近傍で共回転速度が光速に近づき Lorentz factor が大きくなったプラズマがあるとする。密度を nとする。弱い poloidal 磁場が存在する。遠心力ドリフト速度は電子と陽電子とは反対方向で
v± = c

F ×B

±eB2
= ± γmc2

eBYRY
ceφ (4.18.1)

で与えられるだろう。ここで、Y-pointの位置をϖ = RY、弱いながらも存在する磁場の大きさをBY として、遠心力をF = (γmc2/RY )eϖで見積もった。遠心力ドリフト電流密度は
jφ = 2n|v±| = 2nc

γmc2

eBYRY
(4.18.2)

である。磁場が開かれている条件は Ampéreの法則∇×B = (4π/c)jで図のような閉曲線 Cを考えて
4π

c

∫

inside C
jφda =

∫

inside C
∇×B · eφda =

∫

C
B · ds (4.18.3)

4π

c
jφL∆ = 2BpL (4.18.4)

になる。ここで、赤道面の加速領域外の開いた磁場の強さをBp、jφ-corrent sheet の実効的な厚みを∆とした。この条件を課すことで必要な Lorentz factor を
γ =

eB2
p

4πcmc2
RY

∆

Bp

BY
(4.18.5)
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ABSTRACT
We have studied the internal structure of the thin current sheet which is exluded in the force-free model. It is shown that the

centrifugal particle accerelation takes place in the open-closed boundary of the magnetic field lines, so called Y-point. The
particles are accelerated in the azimthal direction causing centrifugal drift current, which changes the closed field line to be
openend. We show that the particles becomes super-fast flows. However, the trans-super-fast flow would not provie enough
current to open the closed magnetic field. We suggest that the injection of super-fast flow by magnetic reconection at the Y-point
can provied such a strong current.

Key words: keyword1 – keyword2 – keyword3

1 INTRODUCTION
(brief history)

(assumption: situlation under consideration)
axisymmetry steady magnetosphere
ideal-MHD holds

The magnetospheric plasma tends to corotate with the star. Strict
corotaion,

𝑣𝜑 = 𝜛Ω → 𝑐 as 𝜛 = 𝑐/Ω ≡ 𝑅L, (1)

would lead us to a divergence of the Lorentz factor at the light cylin-
der. In reality, before that, the inertia becomes very large, and the
centrifugal drift current increases to open magnetic field lines. The
plasma accelerated in azimuthal direction would be thrown away
along the open field lines. This is the idea of the centrifugal acceler-
ation, just like a trebuchet.

After large efforts (citation here), however, the centrifugal accel-
eration in the flow along the open field lines is concluded to be inef-
ficient. With the ideal-MHD condition, the azimuthal velocity does
not follow the corotation but does iso-rotation law, 𝑣𝜑 = Ω𝜛 + 𝜅𝐵𝜑 ,
where 𝜅 is a scalar function to be determined. In an open field region,
the magnetic field lines trail backward due to rotation, resulting in
negative 𝜅𝐵𝜑 , meaning departure from the corotation. Thus the sling-
shot acceleration fails. Typical Lorentz factor to be reached is 𝛾1/3

0
(Michel ...), where 𝛾0 = 𝐵2

𝐿/4𝜋𝑛𝑚𝑐2 = 𝛾max/M is the magnetiza-
tion parameter evaluated at the light cylinder. With this acceleration
we cannot explain the gamma-ray emission from the pulsars, neither
have enough drift current for magnetic field lines to open.

The toroidal magnetic field is maintained by a ploidal current loos
as shown in Figure 1. The loop current has an essential role to carry
Poyinting energy away from the neutron star, since the Poyinting flux
is given by 𝑐𝑬⊥ × 𝑩𝜑/4𝜋, where 𝑬⊥ is the electric field across the

★ E-mail: shibata@sci.kj.yamagata-u.ac.jp

magnetic field produced by electrotive force of the star. Then the
field aligned flow is Poyinting energy dominant. Due to symmetry
the equatorial plane is the place where the toroidal field vanishes.
As seen in Figure 1, the most probable place of the centrifugal
acceleration is the vicinity of the Y-point located, where the magnetic
field configuration changes from close to open at the top of the last
closed field line. This region has weak 𝐵𝜑 , the plasma may show
corotation.

Thus, the strong centrifugal acceleration would expected to be
localized. Meanwhile, highly accurate particle-in-cell (PIC) simula-
tions become possible to provide detailed analysis for the centrifugal
acceleration. It has been shown that most of the space outside the
equatorial current sheet is Poynting energy dominant, and that Poynt-
ing energy is converted to kinetic energy in the vicinity of the Y-point
and the equatorial current sheet. In the simulations, an acceleration in
azimuthal direction such as expected in the centrifugal acceleration
and ejection of plasmoid is found, although the results are dependent
on their prescription.

In the following, we study the centrifugal acceleration which takes
place in the vicinity of the Y-point.

2 MAGNETIC FIELD OPENING BY THE CENTRIFUGAL
DRIFT CURRENT

Let us estimate the Lorentz factor to open the magnetic field lines by
the centrifugal drift current. The region we consider is the vicinity
of the Y-point as shown in Figure x. We will use the cylindrical
coordinate (𝑧,𝜛, 𝜑) with the unit vectors denoted by 𝒆𝑧 , 𝒆𝜛 , 𝒆𝜑 .
The centrifugal drift velocity, which has opposit directions depending
on the charge sign, would be

𝒗d = 𝑐
𝑭 × 𝑩

±𝑒𝐵2 ≈ ± 𝛾𝑚𝑐2

𝑒𝐵Y𝑅Y
𝑐𝒆𝜑 , (2)

where the centrifucal force is eveluated as 𝑭 = (𝛾𝑚𝑐2/𝑅Y)𝒆𝜛 , and
the magnetic field 𝑩 must be weakened very much as compared with
𝐵L. In the last expression, 𝐵Y and 𝑅Y are, respectively, the magnetic
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field strength in this region and the axial distance. We have the current
density

𝑗𝜑 = 2𝑛|𝒗d | ≈ 2𝑛𝑐 𝛾𝑚𝑐2

𝐵Y𝑅Y
. (3)

Applying the Ampère’s law with the closed curve C in Figure x, the
condition for opening the magnic field is (4𝜋/𝑐) 𝑗𝜑Δ = 2𝐵p, where
𝐵p is the ploidal field strength and Δ is the thicknes of the current
sheet. With this condition, we have the Lorentz factor with which the
centrifugal dirift current has enough strength to open the magnetic
field,

𝛾𝑐 ≈
𝐵2

p
4𝜋𝑚𝑐2

𝑅Y
Δ

𝐵Y
𝐵p

≈ 𝛾max
M

𝑅Y
Δ

𝐵Y
𝐵p

(4)

We expect a thin layer as Δ ≪ 𝑅Y, and weak magnetic field, 𝐵Y <<
𝐵L. If (𝑅Y/Δ) (𝐵Y/𝐵L) ≈ 1, 𝛾c ≈ 𝛾max/M. This value of the
Lorentz factor is just expected one because 𝛾max/M is the Lorentz
factor obtained if the Poynting energy is converted to kinetic energy.

It would be nice to find Δ and 𝐵Y in a self-consistent manner,
considering the magnetohydrodynamics inside the current layer. One
may guessΔ the Larmore radius of the accelerated particles. This may
be the case if the plasma density is near or less than the Goldreich-
Julian density. However, in the case of dense plasma, magnetohydro-
dinamical process may determine the thickness Δ. In the following
sections, we will take a slightly deeper MHD approach.

2.1 Structure of the current sheet
3 CONCLUSIONS
The last numbered section should briefly summarise what has been
done, and describe the final conclusions which the authors draw from
their work.
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Figure 1. This is an example figure. Captions appear below each figure. Give
enough detail for the reader to understand what they’re looking at, but leave
detailed discussion to the main body of the text.
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4.17. A REVIEW ON RECONNECTION

4.17.2 What happens in the pulsar: revisit

Let us consider a magnetosphere filled with quasi-neutral plasma, ie, its density is much

higher than the Goldreich-Julian (GJ) density. In this case, the ideal-MHD condition

would hold as long as the Lorentz factor of the particles is moderate.

Under the ideal-MHD, the plasma tends to co-rotate with the star because of electro-

magnetic induction. The strict co-rotation suggests a catastrophe as seen in

global-2corot; vϕ = Ωϖ → c as ϖ → RL = c/Ω, (4.17.65)

where the Lorentz factor would go up toward the light cylinder. Actually, centrifugal force

increases up to some critical value to break up the ideal-MHD, and the plasma might be

thrown away with a high Lorentz factor. This is an idea of the “centrifugal wind”.
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wind”. The outflow must be along the open magnetic field lines, so breakup of the field

lines to open is an essential ingredient for the centrifugal acceleration, but this is also an

result of the enhanced inertia of the plasma.

Along the open field lines, however, the flow velocity does not follow (4.17.65) but does

the iso-rotation law,

global-2isorot; v = Ωϖeϕ + κB, (4.17.66)

where κ is a scaler function to be determined. As seen in its azimuthal component

Vϕ = Ωϕ+κBϕ, a delay from the strict co-rotation takes place due to bending of magnetic

field backward, Bϕ < 0 in the upper hemisphere z > 0, and vice versa in the lower

hemisphere. This suppress increase of the Lorentz factor. Many authors have shown

that the centrifugal acceleration is moderate, say γ∞ ∼ σ1/3 in the Michel solution. It is

sometimes said that the centrifugal acceleration is analogous to a bead thrown away on

the rotating rigid rod. In this analogy, the reality is that the rod is elastic and that the

bending is too large to accelerate a bead.

The toroidal field Bϕ appears in the poloidal current loop according to the Améar’s

law. The poloidal current loop is such that it starts from the neutron star, goes out along

the equatorial region toward infinity, and turns back to the star in higher latitudes. It is

notable that the toroidal field disappears, and the strict co-rotation could be takes place

at the outer edge of the current loop.

With keeping in these points in mind, we find that vicinity of the Y-point is only the

place where efficient centrifugal acceleration can take place.
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equatorial current sheet

Y-point

Figure 1. Schematic picture of the axisymmetric magnetosphere with close
and open magnetic field lines. The small arrows indicate the poloidal current,
which forms loops starting from the star in lower latitudes and go back to the
star in higher latitudes. The top of the close field lines is a junction of the
current sheet in the force-free limit, called a Y-point.

force of the star. Then the field aligned flow is Poyinting energy
dominant. However, due to symmetry, the equatorial plane is the
place where the toroidal field vanishes. The plasma motion may
become very close to the pure corotaion in the equatorial current
sheet where it touches the closed field region or in a very vicinity of
a so-called Y-point (Figure 1).

Meanwhile, highly accurate PIC simulations be-
come possible to provide detailed analysis for the
centrifugal acceleration (Chen & Beloborodov 2014;
Belyaev 2015; Hakobyan, Philippov, & Spitkovsky 2023;
Bransgrove, Beloborodov, & Levin 2023; Hu & Beloborodov
2022). It has been shown that most of the space outside the
equatorial current sheet is Poynting energy dominant, and that
Poynting energy is converted to kinetic energy in the vicinity of
the Y-point and the equatorial current sheet, while acceleretion
by the field-aligned electric field is also indicated in some cases.
The obtained results seems to show different faces of the mag-
netosphere, depending on the code prescriptions. It is interesting
that Hu & Beloborodov (2022) show an acceleration in azimuthal
direction such as expected in the centrifugal acceleration. Another
interesting feature of their simulations is ejection of plasmoids.

In the following, we study the centrifugal acceleration that is ex-
pected in a vicinity of the Y-point. It will be shown that super-fast
flows appear inside the thin current layer. The super-fast flows pro-
vide the azimuthal drift current to open the closed magnetic field.
We will propose a self-consistent structure of the centrifugal wind.

2 MAGNETIC FIELD OPENING BY THE CENTRIFUGAL
DRIFT CURRENT

Let us estimate the Lorentz factor to open the magnetic field lines by
the centrifugal drift current. The region we consider is the vicinity
of the Y-point as shown in Figure 2. In the following sections, we
use the cylindrical coordinate (𝑧,𝜛, 𝜑) with the unit vectors denoted
by 𝒆𝑧 , 𝒆𝜛 , 𝒆𝜑 . The centrifugal drift velocity, which has opposite
directions depending on the charge sign, would be

𝒗d = 𝑐
𝑭 × 𝑩

±𝑒𝐵2 ≈ ± 𝛾𝑚𝑐2

𝑒𝐵Y𝑅Y
𝑐𝒆𝜑 , (2)

where the centrifugal force is evaluated as 𝑭 = (𝛾𝑚𝑐2/𝑅Y)𝒆𝜛 , and
the magnetic field 𝑩 must be weakened very much as compared with
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4.18. パルサーの遠心力加速と磁気リコネクション
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図 4.18.2: 軸対称パルサーモデル
以下では、Y-point 近傍の物理を検討する。しかし、Y-point付近の構造は、outer gapの活動性や磁気圏内の各場所でのペア生成率とも強くリンクしているのでそのことを含めてグローバルな議論も含める。また、Y-pointからの赤道面に沿ったプラズマはいわゆる

plasmoid を含む流れでありこの領域における reconnectionも議論しなければならない。
4.18.0.1 遠心力ドリフト電流による磁場の opening

Y-point 近傍で共回転速度が光速に近づき Lorentz factor が大きくなったプラズマがあるとする。密度を nとする。弱い poloidal 磁場が存在する。遠心力ドリフト速度は電子と陽電子とは反対方向で
v± = c

F ×B

±eB2
= ± γmc2

eBYRY
ceφ (4.18.1)

で与えられるだろう。ここで、Y-pointの位置をϖ = RY、弱いながらも存在する磁場の大きさをBY として、遠心力をF = (γmc2/RY )eϖで見積もった。遠心力ドリフト電流密度は
jφ = 2n|v±| = 2nc

γmc2

eBYRY
(4.18.2)

である。磁場が開かれている条件は Ampéreの法則∇×B = (4π/c)jで図のような閉曲線 Cを考えて
4π

c

∫

inside C
jφda =

∫

inside C
∇×B · eφda =

∫

C
B · ds (4.18.3)

4π

c
jφL∆ = 2BpL (4.18.4)

になる。ここで、赤道面の加速領域外の開いた磁場の強さをBp、jφ-corrent sheet の実効的な厚みを∆とした。この条件を課すことで必要な Lorentz factor を
γ =

eB2
p

4πcmc2
RY

∆

Bp

BY
(4.18.5)
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ABSTRACT
We have studied the internal structure of the thin current sheet which is exluded in the force-free model. It is shown that the

centrifugal particle accerelation takes place in the open-closed boundary of the magnetic field lines, so called Y-point. The
particles are accelerated in the azimthal direction causing centrifugal drift current, which changes the closed field line to be
openend. We show that the particles becomes super-fast flows. However, the trans-super-fast flow would not provie enough
current to open the closed magnetic field. We suggest that the injection of super-fast flow by magnetic reconection at the Y-point
can provied such a strong current.

Key words: keyword1 – keyword2 – keyword3

1 INTRODUCTION
(brief history)

(assumption: situlation under consideration)
axisymmetry steady magnetosphere
ideal-MHD holds

The magnetospheric plasma tends to corotate with the star. Strict
corotaion,

𝑣𝜑 = 𝜛Ω → 𝑐 as 𝜛 = 𝑐/Ω ≡ 𝑅L, (1)

would lead us to a divergence of the Lorentz factor at the light cylin-
der. In reality, before that, the inertia becomes very large, and the
centrifugal drift current increases to open magnetic field lines. The
plasma accelerated in azimuthal direction would be thrown away
along the open field lines. This is the idea of the centrifugal acceler-
ation, just like a trebuchet.

After large efforts (citation here), however, the centrifugal accel-
eration in the flow along the open field lines is concluded to be inef-
ficient. With the ideal-MHD condition, the azimuthal velocity does
not follow the corotation but does iso-rotation law, 𝑣𝜑 = Ω𝜛 + 𝜅𝐵𝜑 ,
where 𝜅 is a scalar function to be determined. In an open field region,
the magnetic field lines trail backward due to rotation, resulting in
negative 𝜅𝐵𝜑 , meaning departure from the corotation. Thus the sling-
shot acceleration fails. Typical Lorentz factor to be reached is 𝛾1/3

0
(Michel ...), where 𝛾0 = 𝐵2

𝐿/4𝜋𝑛𝑚𝑐2 = 𝛾max/M is the magnetiza-
tion parameter evaluated at the light cylinder. With this acceleration
we cannot explain the gamma-ray emission from the pulsars, neither
have enough drift current for magnetic field lines to open.

The toroidal magnetic field is maintained by a ploidal current loos
as shown in Figure 1. The loop current has an essential role to carry
Poyinting energy away from the neutron star, since the Poyinting flux
is given by 𝑐𝑬⊥ × 𝑩𝜑/4𝜋, where 𝑬⊥ is the electric field across the

★ E-mail: shibata@sci.kj.yamagata-u.ac.jp

magnetic field produced by electrotive force of the star. Then the
field aligned flow is Poyinting energy dominant. Due to symmetry
the equatorial plane is the place where the toroidal field vanishes.
As seen in Figure 1, the most probable place of the centrifugal
acceleration is the vicinity of the Y-point located, where the magnetic
field configuration changes from close to open at the top of the last
closed field line. This region has weak 𝐵𝜑 , the plasma may show
corotation.

Thus, the strong centrifugal acceleration would expected to be
localized. Meanwhile, highly accurate particle-in-cell (PIC) simula-
tions become possible to provide detailed analysis for the centrifugal
acceleration. It has been shown that most of the space outside the
equatorial current sheet is Poynting energy dominant, and that Poynt-
ing energy is converted to kinetic energy in the vicinity of the Y-point
and the equatorial current sheet. In the simulations, an acceleration in
azimuthal direction such as expected in the centrifugal acceleration
and ejection of plasmoid is found, although the results are dependent
on their prescription.

In the following, we study the centrifugal acceleration which takes
place in the vicinity of the Y-point.

2 MAGNETIC FIELD OPENING BY THE CENTRIFUGAL
DRIFT CURRENT

Let us estimate the Lorentz factor to open the magnetic field lines by
the centrifugal drift current. The region we consider is the vicinity
of the Y-point as shown in Figure x. We will use the cylindrical
coordinate (𝑧,𝜛, 𝜑) with the unit vectors denoted by 𝒆𝑧 , 𝒆𝜛 , 𝒆𝜑 .
The centrifugal drift velocity, which has opposit directions depending
on the charge sign, would be

𝒗d = 𝑐
𝑭 × 𝑩

±𝑒𝐵2 ≈ ± 𝛾𝑚𝑐2

𝑒𝐵Y𝑅Y
𝑐𝒆𝜑 , (2)

where the centrifucal force is eveluated as 𝑭 = (𝛾𝑚𝑐2/𝑅Y)𝒆𝜛 , and
the magnetic field 𝑩 must be weakened very much as compared with
𝐵L. In the last expression, 𝐵Y and 𝑅Y are, respectively, the magnetic
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field strength in this region and the axial distance. We have the current
density

𝑗𝜑 = 2𝑛|𝒗d | ≈ 2𝑛𝑐 𝛾𝑚𝑐2

𝐵Y𝑅Y
. (3)

Applying the Ampère’s law with the closed curve C in Figure x, the
condition for opening the magnic field is (4𝜋/𝑐) 𝑗𝜑Δ = 2𝐵p, where
𝐵p is the ploidal field strength and Δ is the thicknes of the current
sheet. With this condition, we have the Lorentz factor with which the
centrifugal dirift current has enough strength to open the magnetic
field,

𝛾𝑐 ≈
𝐵2

p
4𝜋𝑚𝑐2

𝑅Y
Δ

𝐵Y
𝐵p

≈ 𝛾max
M

𝑅Y
Δ

𝐵Y
𝐵p

(4)

We expect a thin layer as Δ ≪ 𝑅Y, and weak magnetic field, 𝐵Y <<
𝐵L. If (𝑅Y/Δ) (𝐵Y/𝐵L) ≈ 1, 𝛾c ≈ 𝛾max/M. This value of the
Lorentz factor is just expected one because 𝛾max/M is the Lorentz
factor obtained if the Poynting energy is converted to kinetic energy.

It would be nice to find Δ and 𝐵Y in a self-consistent manner,
considering the magnetohydrodynamics inside the current layer. One
may guessΔ the Larmore radius of the accelerated particles. This may
be the case if the plasma density is near or less than the Goldreich-
Julian density. However, in the case of dense plasma, magnetohydro-
dinamical process may determine the thickness Δ. In the following
sections, we will take a slightly deeper MHD approach.

2.1 Structure of the current sheet
3 CONCLUSIONS
The last numbered section should briefly summarise what has been
done, and describe the final conclusions which the authors draw from
their work.
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4.18. パルサーの遠心力加速と磁気リコネクション
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図 4.18.2: 軸対称パルサーモデル
以下では、Y-point 近傍の物理を検討する。しかし、Y-point付近の構造は、outer gapの活動性や磁気圏内の各場所でのペア生成率とも強くリンクしているのでそのことを含めてグローバルな議論も含める。また、Y-pointからの赤道面に沿ったプラズマはいわゆる

plasmoid を含む流れでありこの領域における reconnectionも議論しなければならない。
4.18.0.1 遠心力ドリフト電流による磁場の opening

Y-point 近傍で共回転速度が光速に近づき Lorentz factor が大きくなったプラズマがあるとする。密度を nとする。弱い poloidal 磁場が存在する。遠心力ドリフト速度は電子と陽電子とは反対方向で
v± = c

F ×B

±eB2
= ± γmc2

eBYRY
ceφ (4.18.1)

で与えられるだろう。ここで、Y-pointの位置をϖ = RY、弱いながらも存在する磁場の大きさをBY として、遠心力をF = (γmc2/RY )eϖで見積もった。遠心力ドリフト電流密度は
jφ = 2n|v±| = 2nc

γmc2

eBYRY
(4.18.2)

である。磁場が開かれている条件は Ampéreの法則∇×B = (4π/c)jで図のような閉曲線 Cを考えて
4π

c

∫

inside C
jφda =

∫

inside C
∇×B · eφda =

∫

C
B · ds (4.18.3)

4π

c
jφL∆ = 2BpL (4.18.4)

になる。ここで、赤道面の加速領域外の開いた磁場の強さをBp、jφ-corrent sheet の実効的な厚みを∆とした。この条件を課すことで必要な Lorentz factor を
γ =

eB2
p

4πcmc2
RY

∆

Bp

BY
(4.18.5)
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ABSTRACT
We have studied the internal structure of the thin current sheet which is exluded in the force-free model. It is shown that the

centrifugal particle accerelation takes place in the open-closed boundary of the magnetic field lines, so called Y-point. The
particles are accelerated in the azimthal direction causing centrifugal drift current, which changes the closed field line to be
openend. We show that the particles becomes super-fast flows. However, the trans-super-fast flow would not provie enough
current to open the closed magnetic field. We suggest that the injection of super-fast flow by magnetic reconection at the Y-point
can provied such a strong current.

Key words: keyword1 – keyword2 – keyword3

1 INTRODUCTION
(brief history)

(assumption: situlation under consideration)
axisymmetry steady magnetosphere
ideal-MHD holds

The magnetospheric plasma tends to corotate with the star. Strict
corotaion,

𝑣𝜑 = 𝜛Ω → 𝑐 as 𝜛 = 𝑐/Ω ≡ 𝑅L, (1)

would lead us to a divergence of the Lorentz factor at the light cylin-
der. In reality, before that, the inertia becomes very large, and the
centrifugal drift current increases to open magnetic field lines. The
plasma accelerated in azimuthal direction would be thrown away
along the open field lines. This is the idea of the centrifugal acceler-
ation, just like a trebuchet.

After large efforts (citation here), however, the centrifugal accel-
eration in the flow along the open field lines is concluded to be inef-
ficient. With the ideal-MHD condition, the azimuthal velocity does
not follow the corotation but does iso-rotation law, 𝑣𝜑 = Ω𝜛 + 𝜅𝐵𝜑 ,
where 𝜅 is a scalar function to be determined. In an open field region,
the magnetic field lines trail backward due to rotation, resulting in
negative 𝜅𝐵𝜑 , meaning departure from the corotation. Thus the sling-
shot acceleration fails. Typical Lorentz factor to be reached is 𝛾1/3

0
(Michel ...), where 𝛾0 = 𝐵2

𝐿/4𝜋𝑛𝑚𝑐2 = 𝛾max/M is the magnetiza-
tion parameter evaluated at the light cylinder. With this acceleration
we cannot explain the gamma-ray emission from the pulsars, neither
have enough drift current for magnetic field lines to open.

The toroidal magnetic field is maintained by a ploidal current loos
as shown in Figure 1. The loop current has an essential role to carry
Poyinting energy away from the neutron star, since the Poyinting flux
is given by 𝑐𝑬⊥ × 𝑩𝜑/4𝜋, where 𝑬⊥ is the electric field across the

★ E-mail: shibata@sci.kj.yamagata-u.ac.jp

magnetic field produced by electrotive force of the star. Then the
field aligned flow is Poyinting energy dominant. Due to symmetry
the equatorial plane is the place where the toroidal field vanishes.
As seen in Figure 1, the most probable place of the centrifugal
acceleration is the vicinity of the Y-point located, where the magnetic
field configuration changes from close to open at the top of the last
closed field line. This region has weak 𝐵𝜑 , the plasma may show
corotation.

Thus, the strong centrifugal acceleration would expected to be
localized. Meanwhile, highly accurate particle-in-cell (PIC) simula-
tions become possible to provide detailed analysis for the centrifugal
acceleration. It has been shown that most of the space outside the
equatorial current sheet is Poynting energy dominant, and that Poynt-
ing energy is converted to kinetic energy in the vicinity of the Y-point
and the equatorial current sheet. In the simulations, an acceleration in
azimuthal direction such as expected in the centrifugal acceleration
and ejection of plasmoid is found, although the results are dependent
on their prescription.

In the following, we study the centrifugal acceleration which takes
place in the vicinity of the Y-point.

2 MAGNETIC FIELD OPENING BY THE CENTRIFUGAL
DRIFT CURRENT

Let us estimate the Lorentz factor to open the magnetic field lines by
the centrifugal drift current. The region we consider is the vicinity
of the Y-point as shown in Figure x. We will use the cylindrical
coordinate (𝑧,𝜛, 𝜑) with the unit vectors denoted by 𝒆𝑧 , 𝒆𝜛 , 𝒆𝜑 .
The centrifugal drift velocity, which has opposit directions depending
on the charge sign, would be

𝒗d = 𝑐
𝑭 × 𝑩

±𝑒𝐵2 ≈ ± 𝛾𝑚𝑐2

𝑒𝐵Y𝑅Y
𝑐𝒆𝜑 , (2)

where the centrifucal force is eveluated as 𝑭 = (𝛾𝑚𝑐2/𝑅Y)𝒆𝜛 , and
the magnetic field 𝑩 must be weakened very much as compared with
𝐵L. In the last expression, 𝐵Y and 𝑅Y are, respectively, the magnetic
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field strength in this region and the axial distance. We have the current
density

𝑗𝜑 = 2𝑛|𝒗d | ≈ 2𝑛𝑐 𝛾𝑚𝑐2

𝐵Y𝑅Y
. (3)

Applying the Ampère’s law with the closed curve C in Figure x, the
condition for opening the magnic field is (4𝜋/𝑐) 𝑗𝜑Δ = 2𝐵p, where
𝐵p is the ploidal field strength and Δ is the thicknes of the current
sheet. With this condition, we have the Lorentz factor with which the
centrifugal dirift current has enough strength to open the magnetic
field,

𝛾𝑐 ≈
𝐵2

p
4𝜋𝑚𝑐2

𝑅Y
Δ

𝐵Y
𝐵p

≈ 𝛾max
M

𝑅Y
Δ

𝐵Y
𝐵p

(4)

We expect a thin layer as Δ ≪ 𝑅Y, and weak magnetic field, 𝐵Y <<
𝐵L. If (𝑅Y/Δ) (𝐵Y/𝐵L) ≈ 1, 𝛾c ≈ 𝛾max/M. This value of the
Lorentz factor is just expected one because 𝛾max/M is the Lorentz
factor obtained if the Poynting energy is converted to kinetic energy.

It would be nice to find Δ and 𝐵Y in a self-consistent manner,
considering the magnetohydrodynamics inside the current layer. One
may guessΔ the Larmore radius of the accelerated particles. This may
be the case if the plasma density is near or less than the Goldreich-
Julian density. However, in the case of dense plasma, magnetohydro-
dinamical process may determine the thickness Δ. In the following
sections, we will take a slightly deeper MHD approach.

2.1 Structure of the current sheet
3 CONCLUSIONS
The last numbered section should briefly summarise what has been
done, and describe the final conclusions which the authors draw from
their work.
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Figure 1. This is an example figure. Captions appear below each figure. Give
enough detail for the reader to understand what they’re looking at, but leave
detailed discussion to the main body of the text.
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Figure 2. Schematic picture of the region where the centrifugal drift current
opens the closed magnetic field lines.

𝐵L, denoted by 𝐵Y. In the last expression, 𝑅Y is the axial distance
of this region. The drift current density may be

𝑗𝜑 = 2𝑒𝑛|𝒗d | ≈ 2𝑛𝑐 𝛾𝑚𝑐2

𝐵Y𝑅Y
. (3)

Applying the Ampère’s law with the closed curve C in Figure 2,
the condition for opening the magnetic field is (4𝜋/𝑐) 𝑗𝜑Δ = 2𝐵out

p ,
where 𝐵 (out)

p is the poloidal field strength outside the current layer,
and Δ is a typical thickness. With this condition, we have the Lorentz
factor to open the magnetic field,

𝛾𝑐 ≈
(𝐵out

p )2

4𝜋𝑛𝑚𝑐2
𝑅Y
Δ

𝐵Y
𝐵p

=
𝛾max
2M

𝑅Y
Δ

𝐵Y
𝐵out

p
. (4)

We expect a thin layer,Δ ≪ 𝑅Y, and weak magnetic field, 𝐵Y ≪ 𝐵L.
If (𝑅Y/Δ) (𝐵Y/𝐵L) ≈ 1, 𝛾c ≈ 𝛾max/2M. This value of the Lorentz
factor is just expected one if most of the Poynting energy is converted
to kinetic energy.

It is one of our objectives to find Δ and 𝐵Y in a self-consistent
manner, considering the magnetohydrodynamics inside the current
layer. One may guess that Δ would be some thing like the Larmor
radius of the accelerated particles. This may be the case if the plasma
density is near or less than the Goldreich-Julian density. However,
in the case of dense plasma, magnetohydrodinamical process may
determine the thickness Δ.

3 STRUCTURE OF THE CURRENT SHEET
Suppose a flow running just outside of the equatorial current layer,
in other words, inside of the poloidal current loop, indicated by A in
the Figure 3. There is some amount of toroidal field in the flow A, so
that the azimuthal velocity would be much behind the corotaion due
to the 𝜅𝐵𝜑 term in the iso-rotation law. On the other hand, a flow
much closer to the equator in the current layer, indicated by B in the
figure, may have a larger azimuthal velocity because the toroidal field
is small. Such a flow may have a large Lorentz factor and provide
enough centrifugal drift current to open the magnetic field. If we
were able to obtain the current density as a function of the distance
from the equator, we might obtain thickness of the current layer.

We assume that the plasma density in the current layer is large
enough to satisfy the ideal-MHD condition. In this case, the flow can
be solved by using the field-aliged equations in the MHD system of
equations.

It must be noticed here that the field-aligned flow determins the
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Figure 2. Schematic picture of the region where the centrifugal drift current
opens the closed magnetic field lines.

directions depending on the charge sign, would be

𝒗d = 𝑐
𝑭 × 𝑩

±𝑒𝐵2 ≈ ± 𝛾𝑚𝑐2

𝑒𝐵Y𝑅Y
𝑐𝒆𝜑 , (2)

where the centrifugal force on an electron of mass 𝑚 and the Lorentz
factor 𝛾 is evaluated as 𝑭 = (𝛾𝑚𝑐2/𝑅Y)𝒆𝜛 , and the magnetic field
𝑩 must be weakened very much as compared with 𝐵L, denoted by
𝐵Y. In the last expression, 𝑅Y is the axial distance of this region.
The drift current density may be

𝑗𝜑 = 2𝑒𝑛|𝒗d | ≈ 2𝑛𝑐 𝛾𝑚𝑐2

𝐵Y𝑅Y
. (3)

Applying the Ampère’s law with the closed curve C in Figure 2, the
condition for opening the magnetic field is (4𝜋/𝑐) 𝑗𝜑Δ = 2𝐵 (out)

p ,
where 𝐵 (out)

p is the poloidal field strength outside the current layer,
and Δ is a typical thickness. With this condition, we have the Lorentz
factor to open the magnetic field,

𝛾𝑐 ≈
(𝐵out

p )2

4𝜋𝑛𝑚𝑐2
𝑅Y
Δ

𝐵Y

𝐵 (out)
p

=
𝛾max
2M

𝑅Y
Δ

𝐵Y

𝐵 (out)
p

. (4)

We expect a thin layer,Δ ≪ 𝑅Y, and weak magnetic field, 𝐵Y ≪ 𝐵L.
If (𝑅Y/Δ) (𝐵Y/𝐵L) ≈ 1, 𝛾c ≈ 𝛾max/2M. This value of the Lorentz
factor is just expected one if most of the Poynting energy is converted
to kinetic energy. The condition |𝑭/𝑒 | < 𝐵Y gives Δ/𝑅Y > M−1.

It is one of our objectives to find Δ and 𝐵Y in a self-consistent
manner, considering the magnetohydrodynamics inside the current
layer. One may guess that Δ would be some thing like the Larmor
radius of the accelerated particles. This may be the case if the plasma
density is near or less than the Goldreich-Julian density. However,
in the case of dense plasma, magnetohydrodinamical process may
determine the thickness Δ.

3 STRUCTURE OF THE CURRENT SHEET
Suppose a flow running just outside of the equatorial current layer.
We call it the flow A as is shown Figure 3. Since the flow A is inside
of the poloidal current loop, there is some amount of toroidal field,
so that the azimuthal velocity would be much behind the corotaion
due to the 𝜅𝐵𝜑 term in the iso-rotation law. On the other hand, a
flow much closer to the equator in the current layer, indicated by
B in the figure, might have a larger azimuthal velocity because the
toroidal field is smaller. Such a flow may have a large Lorentz factor
and provide enough centrifugal drift current to open magnetic field
lines. If we were able to solve the motion of these flow and obtain
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4.17. A REVIEW ON RECONNECTION

4.17.2 What happens in the pulsar: revisit

Let us consider a magnetosphere filled with quasi-neutral plasma, ie, its density is much

higher than the Goldreich-Julian (GJ) density. In this case, the ideal-MHD condition

would hold as long as the Lorentz factor of the particles is moderate.

Under the ideal-MHD, the plasma tends to co-rotate with the star because of electro-

magnetic induction. The strict co-rotation suggests a catastrophe as seen in

global-2corot; vϕ = Ωϖ → c as ϖ → RL = c/Ω, (4.17.65)

where the Lorentz factor would go up toward the light cylinder. Actually, centrifugal force

increases up to some critical value to break up the ideal-MHD, and the plasma might be

thrown away with a high Lorentz factor. This is an idea of the “centrifugal wind”.
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wind”. The outflow must be along the open magnetic field lines, so breakup of the field

lines to open is an essential ingredient for the centrifugal acceleration, but this is also an

result of the enhanced inertia of the plasma.

Along the open field lines, however, the flow velocity does not follow (4.17.65) but does

the iso-rotation law,

global-2isorot; v = Ωϖeϕ + κB, (4.17.66)

where κ is a scaler function to be determined. As seen in its azimuthal component

Vϕ = Ωϕ+κBϕ, a delay from the strict co-rotation takes place due to bending of magnetic

field backward, Bϕ < 0 in the upper hemisphere z > 0, and vice versa in the lower

hemisphere. This suppress increase of the Lorentz factor. Many authors have shown

that the centrifugal acceleration is moderate, say γ∞ ∼ σ1/3 in the Michel solution. It is

sometimes said that the centrifugal acceleration is analogous to a bead thrown away on

the rotating rigid rod. In this analogy, the reality is that the rod is elastic and that the

bending is too large to accelerate a bead.

The toroidal field Bϕ appears in the poloidal current loop according to the Améar’s

law. The poloidal current loop is such that it starts from the neutron star, goes out along

the equatorial region toward infinity, and turns back to the star in higher latitudes. It is

notable that the toroidal field disappears, and the strict co-rotation could be takes place

at the outer edge of the current loop.

With keeping in these points in mind, we find that vicinity of the Y-point is only the

place where efficient centrifugal acceleration can take place.
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equatorial current sheet

Y-point

Figure 1. Schematic picture of an axisymmetric magnetosphere with close
and open magnetic field lines. The small arrows indicate poloidal currents,
which form a loop in each hemisphere starting from the star in lower latitudes
and go back to the star in higher latitudes. The top of the close field lines is a
junction of the current sheets in the force-free limit, called a Y-point.

The poloidal current loop has an essential role to carry Poynting
energy away from the neutron star, since the toroidal magnetic field
in the loop makes the Poyinting flux, 𝑐𝑬⊥×𝑩𝜑/4𝜋, where 𝑬⊥ is the
electric field across the magnetic field produced by the electrotive
force of the star. Then the field aligned flow is Poyinting energy
dominant. However, due to symmetry, the equatorial plane is the
place where the toroidal field vanishes. The plasma motion may
become very close to the pure corotaion in a reagion where the
equatorial current sheet touches the closed field region or in a very
vicinity of a so-called Y-point (Figure 1).

Meanwhile, highly accurate PIC simulations are
avairable to provide detailed analysis for the cen-
trifugal acceleration (Chen & Beloborodov 2014;
Belyaev 2015; Hakobyan, Philippov, & Spitkovsky 2023;
Bransgrove, Beloborodov, & Levin 2023; Hu & Beloborodov
2022). It has been shown that most of the space outside the
equatorial current sheet is Poynting energy dominant, and that
Poynting energy is converted to kinetic energy in the vicinity of
the Y-point and the equatorial current sheet. On the other hand,
acceleretion by the field-aligned electric field is also indicated in
some cases. These results seems to show different faces of the
magnetosphere, depending on the code prescriptions. It is interesting
that Hu & Beloborodov (2022) show an acceleration in azimuthal
direction such as expected in the centrifugal acceleration. Another
interesting feature of their simulations is ejection of plasmoids.

In the following, we study the centrifugal acceleration that is ex-
pected in a vicinity of the Y-point. It will be shown that super-fast
flows appear inside the thin current layer. The super-fast flows pro-
vide the azimuthal drift current to open the closed magnetic field.
We will propose a self-consistent structure of the centrifugal wind.

2 MAGNETIC FIELD OPENING BY THE CENTRIFUGAL
DRIFT CURRENT

Let us estimate the Lorentz factor to open the magnetic field lines by
the centrifugal drift current. The region we consider is the vicinity of
the Y-point as shown in Figure 1. In the following sections, we use
the cylindrical coordinate (𝑍 ,𝜛, 𝜑) with the unit vectors denoted
by 𝒆𝑍 , 𝒆𝜛 , 𝒆𝜑 . The centrifugal drift velocity, which has opposite
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4.18. パルサーの遠心力加速と磁気リコネクション
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図 4.18.2: 軸対称パルサーモデル
以下では、Y-point 近傍の物理を検討する。しかし、Y-point付近の構造は、outer gapの活動性や磁気圏内の各場所でのペア生成率とも強くリンクしているのでそのことを含めてグローバルな議論も含める。また、Y-pointからの赤道面に沿ったプラズマはいわゆる

plasmoid を含む流れでありこの領域における reconnectionも議論しなければならない。
4.18.0.1 遠心力ドリフト電流による磁場の opening

Y-point 近傍で共回転速度が光速に近づき Lorentz factor が大きくなったプラズマがあるとする。密度を nとする。弱い poloidal 磁場が存在する。遠心力ドリフト速度は電子と陽電子とは反対方向で
v± = c

F ×B

±eB2
= ± γmc2

eBYRY
ceφ (4.18.1)

で与えられるだろう。ここで、Y-pointの位置をϖ = RY、弱いながらも存在する磁場の大きさをBY として、遠心力をF = (γmc2/RY )eϖで見積もった。遠心力ドリフト電流密度は
jφ = 2n|v±| = 2nc

γmc2

eBYRY
(4.18.2)

である。磁場が開かれている条件は Ampéreの法則∇×B = (4π/c)jで図のような閉曲線 Cを考えて
4π

c

∫

inside C
jφda =

∫

inside C
∇×B · eφda =

∫

C
B · ds (4.18.3)

4π

c
jφL∆ = 2BpL (4.18.4)

になる。ここで、赤道面の加速領域外の開いた磁場の強さをBp、jφ-corrent sheet の実効的な厚みを∆とした。この条件を課すことで必要な Lorentz factor を
γ =

eB2
p

4πcmc2
RY

∆

Bp

BY
(4.18.5)
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ABSTRACT
We have studied the internal structure of the thin current sheet which is exluded in the force-free model. It is shown that the

centrifugal particle accerelation takes place in the open-closed boundary of the magnetic field lines, so called Y-point. The
particles are accelerated in the azimthal direction causing centrifugal drift current, which changes the closed field line to be
openend. We show that the particles becomes super-fast flows. However, the trans-super-fast flow would not provie enough
current to open the closed magnetic field. We suggest that the injection of super-fast flow by magnetic reconection at the Y-point
can provied such a strong current.

Key words: keyword1 – keyword2 – keyword3

1 INTRODUCTION
(brief history)

(assumption: situlation under consideration)
axisymmetry steady magnetosphere
ideal-MHD holds

The magnetospheric plasma tends to corotate with the star. Strict
corotaion,

𝑣𝜑 = 𝜛Ω → 𝑐 as 𝜛 = 𝑐/Ω ≡ 𝑅L, (1)

would lead us to a divergence of the Lorentz factor at the light cylin-
der. In reality, before that, the inertia becomes very large, and the
centrifugal drift current increases to open magnetic field lines. The
plasma accelerated in azimuthal direction would be thrown away
along the open field lines. This is the idea of the centrifugal acceler-
ation, just like a trebuchet.

After large efforts (citation here), however, the centrifugal accel-
eration in the flow along the open field lines is concluded to be inef-
ficient. With the ideal-MHD condition, the azimuthal velocity does
not follow the corotation but does iso-rotation law, 𝑣𝜑 = Ω𝜛 + 𝜅𝐵𝜑 ,
where 𝜅 is a scalar function to be determined. In an open field region,
the magnetic field lines trail backward due to rotation, resulting in
negative 𝜅𝐵𝜑 , meaning departure from the corotation. Thus the sling-
shot acceleration fails. Typical Lorentz factor to be reached is 𝛾1/3

0
(Michel ...), where 𝛾0 = 𝐵2

𝐿/4𝜋𝑛𝑚𝑐2 = 𝛾max/M is the magnetiza-
tion parameter evaluated at the light cylinder. With this acceleration
we cannot explain the gamma-ray emission from the pulsars, neither
have enough drift current for magnetic field lines to open.

The toroidal magnetic field is maintained by a ploidal current loos
as shown in Figure 1. The loop current has an essential role to carry
Poyinting energy away from the neutron star, since the Poyinting flux
is given by 𝑐𝑬⊥ × 𝑩𝜑/4𝜋, where 𝑬⊥ is the electric field across the

★ E-mail: shibata@sci.kj.yamagata-u.ac.jp

magnetic field produced by electrotive force of the star. Then the
field aligned flow is Poyinting energy dominant. Due to symmetry
the equatorial plane is the place where the toroidal field vanishes.
As seen in Figure 1, the most probable place of the centrifugal
acceleration is the vicinity of the Y-point located, where the magnetic
field configuration changes from close to open at the top of the last
closed field line. This region has weak 𝐵𝜑 , the plasma may show
corotation.

Thus, the strong centrifugal acceleration would expected to be
localized. Meanwhile, highly accurate particle-in-cell (PIC) simula-
tions become possible to provide detailed analysis for the centrifugal
acceleration. It has been shown that most of the space outside the
equatorial current sheet is Poynting energy dominant, and that Poynt-
ing energy is converted to kinetic energy in the vicinity of the Y-point
and the equatorial current sheet. In the simulations, an acceleration in
azimuthal direction such as expected in the centrifugal acceleration
and ejection of plasmoid is found, although the results are dependent
on their prescription.

In the following, we study the centrifugal acceleration which takes
place in the vicinity of the Y-point.

2 MAGNETIC FIELD OPENING BY THE CENTRIFUGAL
DRIFT CURRENT

Let us estimate the Lorentz factor to open the magnetic field lines by
the centrifugal drift current. The region we consider is the vicinity
of the Y-point as shown in Figure x. We will use the cylindrical
coordinate (𝑧,𝜛, 𝜑) with the unit vectors denoted by 𝒆𝑧 , 𝒆𝜛 , 𝒆𝜑 .
The centrifugal drift velocity, which has opposit directions depending
on the charge sign, would be

𝒗d = 𝑐
𝑭 × 𝑩

±𝑒𝐵2 ≈ ± 𝛾𝑚𝑐2

𝑒𝐵Y𝑅Y
𝑐𝒆𝜑 , (2)

where the centrifucal force is eveluated as 𝑭 = (𝛾𝑚𝑐2/𝑅Y)𝒆𝜛 , and
the magnetic field 𝑩 must be weakened very much as compared with
𝐵L. In the last expression, 𝐵Y and 𝑅Y are, respectively, the magnetic
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field strength in this region and the axial distance. We have the current
density

𝑗𝜑 = 2𝑛|𝒗d | ≈ 2𝑛𝑐 𝛾𝑚𝑐2

𝐵Y𝑅Y
. (3)

Applying the Ampère’s law with the closed curve C in Figure x, the
condition for opening the magnic field is (4𝜋/𝑐) 𝑗𝜑Δ = 2𝐵p, where
𝐵p is the ploidal field strength and Δ is the thicknes of the current
sheet. With this condition, we have the Lorentz factor with which the
centrifugal dirift current has enough strength to open the magnetic
field,

𝛾𝑐 ≈
𝐵2

p
4𝜋𝑚𝑐2

𝑅Y
Δ

𝐵Y
𝐵p

≈ 𝛾max
M

𝑅Y
Δ

𝐵Y
𝐵p

(4)

We expect a thin layer as Δ ≪ 𝑅Y, and weak magnetic field, 𝐵Y <<
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4.18. パルサーの遠心力加速と磁気リコネクション
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図 4.18.2: 軸対称パルサーモデル
以下では、Y-point 近傍の物理を検討する。しかし、Y-point付近の構造は、outer gapの活動性や磁気圏内の各場所でのペア生成率とも強くリンクしているのでそのことを含めてグローバルな議論も含める。また、Y-pointからの赤道面に沿ったプラズマはいわゆる

plasmoid を含む流れでありこの領域における reconnectionも議論しなければならない。
4.18.0.1 遠心力ドリフト電流による磁場の opening

Y-point 近傍で共回転速度が光速に近づき Lorentz factor が大きくなったプラズマがあるとする。密度を nとする。弱い poloidal 磁場が存在する。遠心力ドリフト速度は電子と陽電子とは反対方向で
v± = c

F ×B

±eB2
= ± γmc2

eBYRY
ceφ (4.18.1)

で与えられるだろう。ここで、Y-pointの位置をϖ = RY、弱いながらも存在する磁場の大きさをBY として、遠心力をF = (γmc2/RY )eϖで見積もった。遠心力ドリフト電流密度は
jφ = 2n|v±| = 2nc

γmc2

eBYRY
(4.18.2)

である。磁場が開かれている条件は Ampéreの法則∇×B = (4π/c)jで図のような閉曲線 Cを考えて
4π

c

∫

inside C
jφda =

∫

inside C
∇×B · eφda =

∫

C
B · ds (4.18.3)

4π

c
jφL∆ = 2BpL (4.18.4)

になる。ここで、赤道面の加速領域外の開いた磁場の強さをBp、jφ-corrent sheet の実効的な厚みを∆とした。この条件を課すことで必要な Lorentz factor を
γ =

eB2
p

4πcmc2
RY

∆

Bp

BY
(4.18.5)
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ABSTRACT
We have studied the internal structure of the thin current sheet which is exluded in the force-free model. It is shown that the

centrifugal particle accerelation takes place in the open-closed boundary of the magnetic field lines, so called Y-point. The
particles are accelerated in the azimthal direction causing centrifugal drift current, which changes the closed field line to be
openend. We show that the particles becomes super-fast flows. However, the trans-super-fast flow would not provie enough
current to open the closed magnetic field. We suggest that the injection of super-fast flow by magnetic reconection at the Y-point
can provied such a strong current.

Key words: keyword1 – keyword2 – keyword3

1 INTRODUCTION
(brief history)

(assumption: situlation under consideration)
axisymmetry steady magnetosphere
ideal-MHD holds

The magnetospheric plasma tends to corotate with the star. Strict
corotaion,

𝑣𝜑 = 𝜛Ω → 𝑐 as 𝜛 = 𝑐/Ω ≡ 𝑅L, (1)

would lead us to a divergence of the Lorentz factor at the light cylin-
der. In reality, before that, the inertia becomes very large, and the
centrifugal drift current increases to open magnetic field lines. The
plasma accelerated in azimuthal direction would be thrown away
along the open field lines. This is the idea of the centrifugal acceler-
ation, just like a trebuchet.

After large efforts (citation here), however, the centrifugal accel-
eration in the flow along the open field lines is concluded to be inef-
ficient. With the ideal-MHD condition, the azimuthal velocity does
not follow the corotation but does iso-rotation law, 𝑣𝜑 = Ω𝜛 + 𝜅𝐵𝜑 ,
where 𝜅 is a scalar function to be determined. In an open field region,
the magnetic field lines trail backward due to rotation, resulting in
negative 𝜅𝐵𝜑 , meaning departure from the corotation. Thus the sling-
shot acceleration fails. Typical Lorentz factor to be reached is 𝛾1/3

0
(Michel ...), where 𝛾0 = 𝐵2

𝐿/4𝜋𝑛𝑚𝑐2 = 𝛾max/M is the magnetiza-
tion parameter evaluated at the light cylinder. With this acceleration
we cannot explain the gamma-ray emission from the pulsars, neither
have enough drift current for magnetic field lines to open.

The toroidal magnetic field is maintained by a ploidal current loos
as shown in Figure 1. The loop current has an essential role to carry
Poyinting energy away from the neutron star, since the Poyinting flux
is given by 𝑐𝑬⊥ × 𝑩𝜑/4𝜋, where 𝑬⊥ is the electric field across the

★ E-mail: shibata@sci.kj.yamagata-u.ac.jp

magnetic field produced by electrotive force of the star. Then the
field aligned flow is Poyinting energy dominant. Due to symmetry
the equatorial plane is the place where the toroidal field vanishes.
As seen in Figure 1, the most probable place of the centrifugal
acceleration is the vicinity of the Y-point located, where the magnetic
field configuration changes from close to open at the top of the last
closed field line. This region has weak 𝐵𝜑 , the plasma may show
corotation.

Thus, the strong centrifugal acceleration would expected to be
localized. Meanwhile, highly accurate particle-in-cell (PIC) simula-
tions become possible to provide detailed analysis for the centrifugal
acceleration. It has been shown that most of the space outside the
equatorial current sheet is Poynting energy dominant, and that Poynt-
ing energy is converted to kinetic energy in the vicinity of the Y-point
and the equatorial current sheet. In the simulations, an acceleration in
azimuthal direction such as expected in the centrifugal acceleration
and ejection of plasmoid is found, although the results are dependent
on their prescription.

In the following, we study the centrifugal acceleration which takes
place in the vicinity of the Y-point.

2 MAGNETIC FIELD OPENING BY THE CENTRIFUGAL
DRIFT CURRENT

Let us estimate the Lorentz factor to open the magnetic field lines by
the centrifugal drift current. The region we consider is the vicinity
of the Y-point as shown in Figure x. We will use the cylindrical
coordinate (𝑧,𝜛, 𝜑) with the unit vectors denoted by 𝒆𝑧 , 𝒆𝜛 , 𝒆𝜑 .
The centrifugal drift velocity, which has opposit directions depending
on the charge sign, would be

𝒗d = 𝑐
𝑭 × 𝑩

±𝑒𝐵2 ≈ ± 𝛾𝑚𝑐2

𝑒𝐵Y𝑅Y
𝑐𝒆𝜑 , (2)

where the centrifucal force is eveluated as 𝑭 = (𝛾𝑚𝑐2/𝑅Y)𝒆𝜛 , and
the magnetic field 𝑩 must be weakened very much as compared with
𝐵L. In the last expression, 𝐵Y and 𝑅Y are, respectively, the magnetic
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field strength in this region and the axial distance. We have the current
density

𝑗𝜑 = 2𝑛|𝒗d | ≈ 2𝑛𝑐 𝛾𝑚𝑐2

𝐵Y𝑅Y
. (3)

Applying the Ampère’s law with the closed curve C in Figure x, the
condition for opening the magnic field is (4𝜋/𝑐) 𝑗𝜑Δ = 2𝐵p, where
𝐵p is the ploidal field strength and Δ is the thicknes of the current
sheet. With this condition, we have the Lorentz factor with which the
centrifugal dirift current has enough strength to open the magnetic
field,

𝛾𝑐 ≈
𝐵2

p
4𝜋𝑚𝑐2

𝑅Y
Δ

𝐵Y
𝐵p

≈ 𝛾max
M

𝑅Y
Δ

𝐵Y
𝐵p

(4)

We expect a thin layer as Δ ≪ 𝑅Y, and weak magnetic field, 𝐵Y <<
𝐵L. If (𝑅Y/Δ) (𝐵Y/𝐵L) ≈ 1, 𝛾c ≈ 𝛾max/M. This value of the
Lorentz factor is just expected one because 𝛾max/M is the Lorentz
factor obtained if the Poynting energy is converted to kinetic energy.

It would be nice to find Δ and 𝐵Y in a self-consistent manner,
considering the magnetohydrodynamics inside the current layer. One
may guessΔ the Larmore radius of the accelerated particles. This may
be the case if the plasma density is near or less than the Goldreich-
Julian density. However, in the case of dense plasma, magnetohydro-
dinamical process may determine the thickness Δ. In the following
sections, we will take a slightly deeper MHD approach.

2.1 Structure of the current sheet
3 CONCLUSIONS
The last numbered section should briefly summarise what has been
done, and describe the final conclusions which the authors draw from
their work.
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Figure 1. This is an example figure. Captions appear below each figure. Give
enough detail for the reader to understand what they’re looking at, but leave
detailed discussion to the main body of the text.
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4.17. A REVIEW ON RECONNECTION

4.17.2 What happens in the pulsar: revisit

Let us consider a magnetosphere filled with quasi-neutral plasma, ie, its density is much

higher than the Goldreich-Julian (GJ) density. In this case, the ideal-MHD condition

would hold as long as the Lorentz factor of the particles is moderate.

Under the ideal-MHD, the plasma tends to co-rotate with the star because of electro-

magnetic induction. The strict co-rotation suggests a catastrophe as seen in

global-2corot; vϕ = Ωϖ → c as ϖ → RL = c/Ω, (4.17.65)

where the Lorentz factor would go up toward the light cylinder. Actually, centrifugal force

increases up to some critical value to break up the ideal-MHD, and the plasma might be

thrown away with a high Lorentz factor. This is an idea of the “centrifugal wind”.
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Let us consider a magnetosphere filled with quasi-neutral plasma, ie, its density is much

higher than the Goldreich-Julian (GJ) density. In this case, the ideal-MHD condition

would hold as long as the Lorentz factor of the particles is moderate.

Under the ideal-MHD, the plasma tends to co-rotate with the star because of electro-

magnetic induction. The strict co-rotation suggests a catastrophe as seen in

global-2corot; vϕ = Ωϖ → c as ϕ → RL = c/Ω, (4.17.65)

where the Lorentz factor would diverge toward the light cylinder. Then, actually, centrifu-

gal force increases up to some critical value to break up the ideal-MHD, and the plasma

might be thrown away with a high Lorentz factor. This is an idea of the “centrifugal

wind”. The outflow must be along the open magnetic field lines, so breakup of the field

lines to open is an essential ingredient for the centrifugal acceleration, but this is also an

result of the enhanced inertia of the plasma.

Along the open field lines, however, the flow velocity does not follow (4.17.65) but does

the iso-rotation law,

global-2isorot; v = Ωϖeϕ + κB, (4.17.66)

where κ is a scaler function to be determined. As seen in its azimuthal component

Vϕ = Ωϕ+κBϕ, a delay from the strict co-rotation takes place due to bending of magnetic

field backward, Bϕ < 0 in the upper hemisphere z > 0, and vice versa in the lower

hemisphere. This suppress increase of the Lorentz factor. Many authors have shown

that the centrifugal acceleration is moderate, say γ∞ ∼ σ1/3 in the Michel solution. It is

sometimes said that the centrifugal acceleration is analogous to a bead thrown away on

the rotating rigid rod. In this analogy, the reality is that the rod is elastic and that the

bending is too large to accelerate a bead.

The toroidal field Bϕ appears in the poloidal current loop according to the Améar’s

law. The poloidal current loop is such that it starts from the neutron star, goes out along

the equatorial region toward infinity, and turns back to the star in higher latitudes. It is
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equatorial current sheet

Y-point

Figure 1. Schematic picture of the axisymmetric magnetosphere with close
and open magnetic field lines. The small arrows indicate the poloidal current,
which forms loops starting from the star in lower latitudes and go back to the
star in higher latitudes. The top of the close field lines is a junction of the
current sheet in the force-free limit, called a Y-point.

force of the star. Then the field aligned flow is Poyinting energy
dominant. However, due to symmetry, the equatorial plane is the
place where the toroidal field vanishes. The plasma motion may
become very close to the pure corotaion in the equatorial current
sheet where it touches the closed field region or in a very vicinity of
a so-called Y-point (Figure 1).

Meanwhile, highly accurate PIC simulations be-
come possible to provide detailed analysis for the
centrifugal acceleration (Chen & Beloborodov 2014;
Belyaev 2015; Hakobyan, Philippov, & Spitkovsky 2023;
Bransgrove, Beloborodov, & Levin 2023; Hu & Beloborodov
2022). It has been shown that most of the space outside the
equatorial current sheet is Poynting energy dominant, and that
Poynting energy is converted to kinetic energy in the vicinity of
the Y-point and the equatorial current sheet, while acceleretion
by the field-aligned electric field is also indicated in some cases.
The obtained results seems to show different faces of the mag-
netosphere, depending on the code prescriptions. It is interesting
that Hu & Beloborodov (2022) show an acceleration in azimuthal
direction such as expected in the centrifugal acceleration. Another
interesting feature of their simulations is ejection of plasmoids.

In the following, we study the centrifugal acceleration that is ex-
pected in a vicinity of the Y-point. It will be shown that super-fast
flows appear inside the thin current layer. The super-fast flows pro-
vide the azimuthal drift current to open the closed magnetic field.
We will propose a self-consistent structure of the centrifugal wind.

2 MAGNETIC FIELD OPENING BY THE CENTRIFUGAL
DRIFT CURRENT

Let us estimate the Lorentz factor to open the magnetic field lines by
the centrifugal drift current. The region we consider is the vicinity
of the Y-point as shown in Figure 2. In the following sections, we
use the cylindrical coordinate (𝑧,𝜛, 𝜑) with the unit vectors denoted
by 𝒆𝑧 , 𝒆𝜛 , 𝒆𝜑 . The centrifugal drift velocity, which has opposite
directions depending on the charge sign, would be

𝒗d = 𝑐
𝑭 × 𝑩

±𝑒𝐵2 ≈ ± 𝛾𝑚𝑐2

𝑒𝐵Y𝑅Y
𝑐𝒆𝜑 , (2)

where the centrifugal force is evaluated as 𝑭 = (𝛾𝑚𝑐2/𝑅Y)𝒆𝜛 , and
the magnetic field 𝑩 must be weakened very much as compared with
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図 4.18.2: 軸対称パルサーモデル
以下では、Y-point 近傍の物理を検討する。しかし、Y-point付近の構造は、outer gapの活動性や磁気圏内の各場所でのペア生成率とも強くリンクしているのでそのことを含めてグローバルな議論も含める。また、Y-pointからの赤道面に沿ったプラズマはいわゆる

plasmoid を含む流れでありこの領域における reconnectionも議論しなければならない。
4.18.0.1 遠心力ドリフト電流による磁場の opening

Y-point 近傍で共回転速度が光速に近づき Lorentz factor が大きくなったプラズマがあるとする。密度を nとする。弱い poloidal 磁場が存在する。遠心力ドリフト速度は電子と陽電子とは反対方向で
v± = c

F ×B

±eB2
= ± γmc2

eBYRY
ceφ (4.18.1)

で与えられるだろう。ここで、Y-pointの位置をϖ = RY、弱いながらも存在する磁場の大きさをBY として、遠心力をF = (γmc2/RY )eϖで見積もった。遠心力ドリフト電流密度は
jφ = 2n|v±| = 2nc

γmc2

eBYRY
(4.18.2)

である。磁場が開かれている条件は Ampéreの法則∇×B = (4π/c)jで図のような閉曲線 Cを考えて
4π

c

∫

inside C
jφda =

∫

inside C
∇×B · eφda =

∫

C
B · ds (4.18.3)

4π

c
jφL∆ = 2BpL (4.18.4)

になる。ここで、赤道面の加速領域外の開いた磁場の強さをBp、jφ-corrent sheet の実効的な厚みを∆とした。この条件を課すことで必要な Lorentz factor を
γ =

eB2
p

4πcmc2
RY

∆

Bp

BY
(4.18.5)
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ABSTRACT
We have studied the internal structure of the thin current sheet which is exluded in the force-free model. It is shown that the

centrifugal particle accerelation takes place in the open-closed boundary of the magnetic field lines, so called Y-point. The
particles are accelerated in the azimthal direction causing centrifugal drift current, which changes the closed field line to be
openend. We show that the particles becomes super-fast flows. However, the trans-super-fast flow would not provie enough
current to open the closed magnetic field. We suggest that the injection of super-fast flow by magnetic reconection at the Y-point
can provied such a strong current.

Key words: keyword1 – keyword2 – keyword3

1 INTRODUCTION
(brief history)

(assumption: situlation under consideration)
axisymmetry steady magnetosphere
ideal-MHD holds

The magnetospheric plasma tends to corotate with the star. Strict
corotaion,

𝑣𝜑 = 𝜛Ω → 𝑐 as 𝜛 = 𝑐/Ω ≡ 𝑅L, (1)

would lead us to a divergence of the Lorentz factor at the light cylin-
der. In reality, before that, the inertia becomes very large, and the
centrifugal drift current increases to open magnetic field lines. The
plasma accelerated in azimuthal direction would be thrown away
along the open field lines. This is the idea of the centrifugal acceler-
ation, just like a trebuchet.

After large efforts (citation here), however, the centrifugal accel-
eration in the flow along the open field lines is concluded to be inef-
ficient. With the ideal-MHD condition, the azimuthal velocity does
not follow the corotation but does iso-rotation law, 𝑣𝜑 = Ω𝜛 + 𝜅𝐵𝜑 ,
where 𝜅 is a scalar function to be determined. In an open field region,
the magnetic field lines trail backward due to rotation, resulting in
negative 𝜅𝐵𝜑 , meaning departure from the corotation. Thus the sling-
shot acceleration fails. Typical Lorentz factor to be reached is 𝛾1/3

0
(Michel ...), where 𝛾0 = 𝐵2

𝐿/4𝜋𝑛𝑚𝑐2 = 𝛾max/M is the magnetiza-
tion parameter evaluated at the light cylinder. With this acceleration
we cannot explain the gamma-ray emission from the pulsars, neither
have enough drift current for magnetic field lines to open.

The toroidal magnetic field is maintained by a ploidal current loos
as shown in Figure 1. The loop current has an essential role to carry
Poyinting energy away from the neutron star, since the Poyinting flux
is given by 𝑐𝑬⊥ × 𝑩𝜑/4𝜋, where 𝑬⊥ is the electric field across the

★ E-mail: shibata@sci.kj.yamagata-u.ac.jp

magnetic field produced by electrotive force of the star. Then the
field aligned flow is Poyinting energy dominant. Due to symmetry
the equatorial plane is the place where the toroidal field vanishes.
As seen in Figure 1, the most probable place of the centrifugal
acceleration is the vicinity of the Y-point located, where the magnetic
field configuration changes from close to open at the top of the last
closed field line. This region has weak 𝐵𝜑 , the plasma may show
corotation.

Thus, the strong centrifugal acceleration would expected to be
localized. Meanwhile, highly accurate particle-in-cell (PIC) simula-
tions become possible to provide detailed analysis for the centrifugal
acceleration. It has been shown that most of the space outside the
equatorial current sheet is Poynting energy dominant, and that Poynt-
ing energy is converted to kinetic energy in the vicinity of the Y-point
and the equatorial current sheet. In the simulations, an acceleration in
azimuthal direction such as expected in the centrifugal acceleration
and ejection of plasmoid is found, although the results are dependent
on their prescription.

In the following, we study the centrifugal acceleration which takes
place in the vicinity of the Y-point.

2 MAGNETIC FIELD OPENING BY THE CENTRIFUGAL
DRIFT CURRENT

Let us estimate the Lorentz factor to open the magnetic field lines by
the centrifugal drift current. The region we consider is the vicinity
of the Y-point as shown in Figure x. We will use the cylindrical
coordinate (𝑧,𝜛, 𝜑) with the unit vectors denoted by 𝒆𝑧 , 𝒆𝜛 , 𝒆𝜑 .
The centrifugal drift velocity, which has opposit directions depending
on the charge sign, would be

𝒗d = 𝑐
𝑭 × 𝑩

±𝑒𝐵2 ≈ ± 𝛾𝑚𝑐2

𝑒𝐵Y𝑅Y
𝑐𝒆𝜑 , (2)

where the centrifucal force is eveluated as 𝑭 = (𝛾𝑚𝑐2/𝑅Y)𝒆𝜛 , and
the magnetic field 𝑩 must be weakened very much as compared with
𝐵L. In the last expression, 𝐵Y and 𝑅Y are, respectively, the magnetic
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field strength in this region and the axial distance. We have the current
density

𝑗𝜑 = 2𝑛|𝒗d | ≈ 2𝑛𝑐 𝛾𝑚𝑐2

𝐵Y𝑅Y
. (3)

Applying the Ampère’s law with the closed curve C in Figure x, the
condition for opening the magnic field is (4𝜋/𝑐) 𝑗𝜑Δ = 2𝐵p, where
𝐵p is the ploidal field strength and Δ is the thicknes of the current
sheet. With this condition, we have the Lorentz factor with which the
centrifugal dirift current has enough strength to open the magnetic
field,

𝛾𝑐 ≈
𝐵2

p
4𝜋𝑚𝑐2

𝑅Y
Δ

𝐵Y
𝐵p

≈ 𝛾max
M

𝑅Y
Δ

𝐵Y
𝐵p

(4)

We expect a thin layer as Δ ≪ 𝑅Y, and weak magnetic field, 𝐵Y <<
𝐵L. If (𝑅Y/Δ) (𝐵Y/𝐵L) ≈ 1, 𝛾c ≈ 𝛾max/M. This value of the
Lorentz factor is just expected one because 𝛾max/M is the Lorentz
factor obtained if the Poynting energy is converted to kinetic energy.

It would be nice to find Δ and 𝐵Y in a self-consistent manner,
considering the magnetohydrodynamics inside the current layer. One
may guessΔ the Larmore radius of the accelerated particles. This may
be the case if the plasma density is near or less than the Goldreich-
Julian density. However, in the case of dense plasma, magnetohydro-
dinamical process may determine the thickness Δ. In the following
sections, we will take a slightly deeper MHD approach.

2.1 Structure of the current sheet
3 CONCLUSIONS
The last numbered section should briefly summarise what has been
done, and describe the final conclusions which the authors draw from
their work.
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4.18. パルサーの遠心力加速と磁気リコネクション
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図 4.18.2: 軸対称パルサーモデル
以下では、Y-point 近傍の物理を検討する。しかし、Y-point付近の構造は、outer gapの活動性や磁気圏内の各場所でのペア生成率とも強くリンクしているのでそのことを含めてグローバルな議論も含める。また、Y-pointからの赤道面に沿ったプラズマはいわゆる

plasmoid を含む流れでありこの領域における reconnectionも議論しなければならない。
4.18.0.1 遠心力ドリフト電流による磁場の opening

Y-point 近傍で共回転速度が光速に近づき Lorentz factor が大きくなったプラズマがあるとする。密度を nとする。弱い poloidal 磁場が存在する。遠心力ドリフト速度は電子と陽電子とは反対方向で
v± = c

F ×B

±eB2
= ± γmc2

eBYRY
ceφ (4.18.1)

で与えられるだろう。ここで、Y-pointの位置をϖ = RY、弱いながらも存在する磁場の大きさをBY として、遠心力をF = (γmc2/RY )eϖで見積もった。遠心力ドリフト電流密度は
jφ = 2n|v±| = 2nc

γmc2

eBYRY
(4.18.2)

である。磁場が開かれている条件は Ampéreの法則∇×B = (4π/c)jで図のような閉曲線 Cを考えて
4π

c

∫

inside C
jφda =

∫

inside C
∇×B · eφda =

∫

C
B · ds (4.18.3)

4π

c
jφL∆ = 2BpL (4.18.4)

になる。ここで、赤道面の加速領域外の開いた磁場の強さをBp、jφ-corrent sheet の実効的な厚みを∆とした。この条件を課すことで必要な Lorentz factor を
γ =

eB2
p

4πcmc2
RY

∆

Bp

BY
(4.18.5)
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ABSTRACT
We have studied the internal structure of the thin current sheet which is exluded in the force-free model. It is shown that the

centrifugal particle accerelation takes place in the open-closed boundary of the magnetic field lines, so called Y-point. The
particles are accelerated in the azimthal direction causing centrifugal drift current, which changes the closed field line to be
openend. We show that the particles becomes super-fast flows. However, the trans-super-fast flow would not provie enough
current to open the closed magnetic field. We suggest that the injection of super-fast flow by magnetic reconection at the Y-point
can provied such a strong current.

Key words: keyword1 – keyword2 – keyword3

1 INTRODUCTION
(brief history)

(assumption: situlation under consideration)
axisymmetry steady magnetosphere
ideal-MHD holds

The magnetospheric plasma tends to corotate with the star. Strict
corotaion,

𝑣𝜑 = 𝜛Ω → 𝑐 as 𝜛 = 𝑐/Ω ≡ 𝑅L, (1)

would lead us to a divergence of the Lorentz factor at the light cylin-
der. In reality, before that, the inertia becomes very large, and the
centrifugal drift current increases to open magnetic field lines. The
plasma accelerated in azimuthal direction would be thrown away
along the open field lines. This is the idea of the centrifugal acceler-
ation, just like a trebuchet.

After large efforts (citation here), however, the centrifugal accel-
eration in the flow along the open field lines is concluded to be inef-
ficient. With the ideal-MHD condition, the azimuthal velocity does
not follow the corotation but does iso-rotation law, 𝑣𝜑 = Ω𝜛 + 𝜅𝐵𝜑 ,
where 𝜅 is a scalar function to be determined. In an open field region,
the magnetic field lines trail backward due to rotation, resulting in
negative 𝜅𝐵𝜑 , meaning departure from the corotation. Thus the sling-
shot acceleration fails. Typical Lorentz factor to be reached is 𝛾1/3

0
(Michel ...), where 𝛾0 = 𝐵2

𝐿/4𝜋𝑛𝑚𝑐2 = 𝛾max/M is the magnetiza-
tion parameter evaluated at the light cylinder. With this acceleration
we cannot explain the gamma-ray emission from the pulsars, neither
have enough drift current for magnetic field lines to open.

The toroidal magnetic field is maintained by a ploidal current loos
as shown in Figure 1. The loop current has an essential role to carry
Poyinting energy away from the neutron star, since the Poyinting flux
is given by 𝑐𝑬⊥ × 𝑩𝜑/4𝜋, where 𝑬⊥ is the electric field across the

★ E-mail: shibata@sci.kj.yamagata-u.ac.jp

magnetic field produced by electrotive force of the star. Then the
field aligned flow is Poyinting energy dominant. Due to symmetry
the equatorial plane is the place where the toroidal field vanishes.
As seen in Figure 1, the most probable place of the centrifugal
acceleration is the vicinity of the Y-point located, where the magnetic
field configuration changes from close to open at the top of the last
closed field line. This region has weak 𝐵𝜑 , the plasma may show
corotation.

Thus, the strong centrifugal acceleration would expected to be
localized. Meanwhile, highly accurate particle-in-cell (PIC) simula-
tions become possible to provide detailed analysis for the centrifugal
acceleration. It has been shown that most of the space outside the
equatorial current sheet is Poynting energy dominant, and that Poynt-
ing energy is converted to kinetic energy in the vicinity of the Y-point
and the equatorial current sheet. In the simulations, an acceleration in
azimuthal direction such as expected in the centrifugal acceleration
and ejection of plasmoid is found, although the results are dependent
on their prescription.

In the following, we study the centrifugal acceleration which takes
place in the vicinity of the Y-point.

2 MAGNETIC FIELD OPENING BY THE CENTRIFUGAL
DRIFT CURRENT

Let us estimate the Lorentz factor to open the magnetic field lines by
the centrifugal drift current. The region we consider is the vicinity
of the Y-point as shown in Figure x. We will use the cylindrical
coordinate (𝑧,𝜛, 𝜑) with the unit vectors denoted by 𝒆𝑧 , 𝒆𝜛 , 𝒆𝜑 .
The centrifugal drift velocity, which has opposit directions depending
on the charge sign, would be

𝒗d = 𝑐
𝑭 × 𝑩

±𝑒𝐵2 ≈ ± 𝛾𝑚𝑐2

𝑒𝐵Y𝑅Y
𝑐𝒆𝜑 , (2)

where the centrifucal force is eveluated as 𝑭 = (𝛾𝑚𝑐2/𝑅Y)𝒆𝜛 , and
the magnetic field 𝑩 must be weakened very much as compared with
𝐵L. In the last expression, 𝐵Y and 𝑅Y are, respectively, the magnetic
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field strength in this region and the axial distance. We have the current
density

𝑗𝜑 = 2𝑛|𝒗d | ≈ 2𝑛𝑐 𝛾𝑚𝑐2

𝐵Y𝑅Y
. (3)

Applying the Ampère’s law with the closed curve C in Figure x, the
condition for opening the magnic field is (4𝜋/𝑐) 𝑗𝜑Δ = 2𝐵p, where
𝐵p is the ploidal field strength and Δ is the thicknes of the current
sheet. With this condition, we have the Lorentz factor with which the
centrifugal dirift current has enough strength to open the magnetic
field,

𝛾𝑐 ≈
𝐵2

p
4𝜋𝑚𝑐2

𝑅Y
Δ

𝐵Y
𝐵p

≈ 𝛾max
M

𝑅Y
Δ

𝐵Y
𝐵p

(4)

We expect a thin layer as Δ ≪ 𝑅Y, and weak magnetic field, 𝐵Y <<
𝐵L. If (𝑅Y/Δ) (𝐵Y/𝐵L) ≈ 1, 𝛾c ≈ 𝛾max/M. This value of the
Lorentz factor is just expected one because 𝛾max/M is the Lorentz
factor obtained if the Poynting energy is converted to kinetic energy.

It would be nice to find Δ and 𝐵Y in a self-consistent manner,
considering the magnetohydrodynamics inside the current layer. One
may guessΔ the Larmore radius of the accelerated particles. This may
be the case if the plasma density is near or less than the Goldreich-
Julian density. However, in the case of dense plasma, magnetohydro-
dinamical process may determine the thickness Δ. In the following
sections, we will take a slightly deeper MHD approach.

2.1 Structure of the current sheet
3 CONCLUSIONS
The last numbered section should briefly summarise what has been
done, and describe the final conclusions which the authors draw from
their work.
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Figure 1. This is an example figure. Captions appear below each figure. Give
enough detail for the reader to understand what they’re looking at, but leave
detailed discussion to the main body of the text.
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Figure 2. Schematic picture of the region where the centrifugal drift current
opens the closed magnetic field lines.

𝐵L, denoted by 𝐵Y. In the last expression, 𝑅Y is the axial distance
of this region. The drift current density may be

𝑗𝜑 = 2𝑒𝑛|𝒗d | ≈ 2𝑛𝑐 𝛾𝑚𝑐2

𝐵Y𝑅Y
. (3)

Applying the Ampère’s law with the closed curve C in Figure 2,
the condition for opening the magnetic field is (4𝜋/𝑐) 𝑗𝜑Δ = 2𝐵out

p ,
where 𝐵 (out)

p is the poloidal field strength outside the current layer,
and Δ is a typical thickness. With this condition, we have the Lorentz
factor to open the magnetic field,

𝛾𝑐 ≈
(𝐵out

p )2

4𝜋𝑛𝑚𝑐2
𝑅Y
Δ

𝐵Y
𝐵p

=
𝛾max
2M

𝑅Y
Δ

𝐵Y
𝐵out

p
. (4)

We expect a thin layer,Δ ≪ 𝑅Y, and weak magnetic field, 𝐵Y ≪ 𝐵L.
If (𝑅Y/Δ) (𝐵Y/𝐵L) ≈ 1, 𝛾c ≈ 𝛾max/2M. This value of the Lorentz
factor is just expected one if most of the Poynting energy is converted
to kinetic energy.

It is one of our objectives to find Δ and 𝐵Y in a self-consistent
manner, considering the magnetohydrodynamics inside the current
layer. One may guess that Δ would be some thing like the Larmor
radius of the accelerated particles. This may be the case if the plasma
density is near or less than the Goldreich-Julian density. However,
in the case of dense plasma, magnetohydrodinamical process may
determine the thickness Δ.

3 STRUCTURE OF THE CURRENT SHEET
Suppose a flow running just outside of the equatorial current layer,
in other words, inside of the poloidal current loop, indicated by A in
the Figure 3. There is some amount of toroidal field in the flow A, so
that the azimuthal velocity would be much behind the corotaion due
to the 𝜅𝐵𝜑 term in the iso-rotation law. On the other hand, a flow
much closer to the equator in the current layer, indicated by B in the
figure, may have a larger azimuthal velocity because the toroidal field
is small. Such a flow may have a large Lorentz factor and provide
enough centrifugal drift current to open the magnetic field. If we
were able to obtain the current density as a function of the distance
from the equator, we might obtain thickness of the current layer.

We assume that the plasma density in the current layer is large
enough to satisfy the ideal-MHD condition. In this case, the flow can
be solved by using the field-aliged equations in the MHD system of
equations.

It must be noticed here that the field-aligned flow determins the
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Figure 2. Schematic picture of the region where the centrifugal drift current
opens the closed magnetic field lines.

directions depending on the charge sign, would be
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𝑒𝐵Y𝑅Y
𝑐𝒆𝜑 , (2)

where the centrifugal force on an electron of mass 𝑚 and the Lorentz
factor 𝛾 is evaluated as 𝑭 = (𝛾𝑚𝑐2/𝑅Y)𝒆𝜛 , and the magnetic field
𝑩 must be weakened very much as compared with 𝐵L, denoted by
𝐵Y. In the last expression, 𝑅Y is the axial distance of this region.
The drift current density may be
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where 𝐵 (out)

p is the poloidal field strength outside the current layer,
and Δ is a typical thickness. With this condition, we have the Lorentz
factor to open the magnetic field,
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p )2
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𝐵 (out)
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=
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We expect a thin layer,Δ ≪ 𝑅Y, and weak magnetic field, 𝐵Y ≪ 𝐵L.
If (𝑅Y/Δ) (𝐵Y/𝐵L) ≈ 1, 𝛾c ≈ 𝛾max/2M. This value of the Lorentz
factor is just expected one if most of the Poynting energy is converted
to kinetic energy. The condition |𝑭/𝑒 | < 𝐵Y gives Δ/𝑅Y > M−1.

It is one of our objectives to find Δ and 𝐵Y in a self-consistent
manner, considering the magnetohydrodynamics inside the current
layer. One may guess that Δ would be some thing like the Larmor
radius of the accelerated particles. This may be the case if the plasma
density is near or less than the Goldreich-Julian density. However,
in the case of dense plasma, magnetohydrodinamical process may
determine the thickness Δ.

3 STRUCTURE OF THE CURRENT SHEET
Suppose a flow running just outside of the equatorial current layer.
We call it the flow A as is shown Figure 3. Since the flow A is inside
of the poloidal current loop, there is some amount of toroidal field,
so that the azimuthal velocity would be much behind the corotaion
due to the 𝜅𝐵𝜑 term in the iso-rotation law. On the other hand, a
flow much closer to the equator in the current layer, indicated by
B in the figure, might have a larger azimuthal velocity because the
toroidal field is smaller. Such a flow may have a large Lorentz factor
and provide enough centrifugal drift current to open magnetic field
lines. If we were able to solve the motion of these flow and obtain

MNRAS 000, 1–9 (2024)
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ABSTRACT
We investigate the centrifugal acceleration in an axisymmetric pulsar magnetosphere under the ideal-MHD approximation. We
solved the field-aligned equations of motion for flows inside the current layer, which is a thin sheet in the force-free model. We
find that flows coming into the vicinity of a Y-point become super-fast. The centrifugal acceleration takes place efficiently, and
most of the Poynting energy is converted into kinetic energy. However, the super-fast flow does not provide enough centrifugal
drift current to open the magnetic field. Opening of the magnetic field becomes possible by injection of the plasmas that are
accelerated in the azumuthal direction with a large Lorentz factor at the Y-point. Magnetic reconnetion with plasmoid emission
plays an important role there. We also find a solution that explains how the corotating plasma injected with a large Lorentz
factor is created. This process requires an increase of the poloidal field strength just inside the Y-point, which is expected in the
force-free solution.
Key words: keyword1 – keyword2 – keyword3

1 INTRODUCTION
Particle acceleration by pulsars is a long-standing problem in as-
trophysics. In an early stage of investigation, the idea of the
relativistic centrifugal wind is intensively studied (Michel 1969;
Goldreich & Julian 1970; Li & Melrose 1994). Since the centrifu-
gal acceleration is based on the corotation motion of the mag-
netospheric plasmas, plasama density is assumed to be high,
and the ideal-MHD condition holds everywhere. In reality, how-
ever, acceleration mechanism depends on plasma density, and
more specifically on where and how much electron-positron paris
are created. Then particle acceleration by field-aligned electric
field also interests us to explane the pulsed emission from ra-
dio to gamma-ray (Jackson 1976; Cheng, Ruderman, & Sutherland
1976; Takata, Wang, & Cheng 2011; Ruderman & Sutherland 1975;
Shibata 1997; Timokhin 2010)

Recently, Particle-in-Cell (PIC) simulations are ap-
plied to underdtand the global strucuture of the
pulsar magnetosphere (Chen & Beloborodov 2014;
Belyaev 2015; Hakobyan, Philippov, & Spitkovsky 2023;
Bransgrove, Beloborodov, & Levin 2023; Hu & Beloborodov
2022). They are able to treat both the field-aligned paritcle acceler-
ation and the centrifugal accelation. However, the problem of the
centrifugal acceleration still remains unresolved. In this paper, we
revisit this problem, and compare with recent PIC simulations.

We consider an axisymmetry steady magnetosphere with a mag-
netic diople moment at the center parallel to the angular velocity.
The plasma density is much higher than the Goldrech-Julian densiy
everywhere, so that the ideal-MHD approximation holds. We do not
ask pair creation processes at the moment.

The magnetospheric plasma tends to corotate with the star. Strict

★ E-mail: shibata@sci.kj.yamagata-u.ac.jp

corotaion would lead us to a divergence of the Lorentz factor at the
light cylinder, i.e.,
𝑣𝜑 = 𝜛Ω∗ → 𝑐 as 𝜛 → 𝑐/Ω∗ ≡ 𝑅L, (1)
where Ω∗ is the angular velocity of the star, 𝜛 is the axial distance,
and 𝑅𝐿 is the radius of the light cylinder. In reality, just within the
light cylinder, the inertia would be so large that the centrifugal drift
current would open the magnetic field lines. The plasma acceler-
ated in azimuthal direction with a large Lorentz factor would finally
be thrown away along the open field lines. This is the idea of the
centrifugal acceleration, just like a trebuchet.

However, after some works (eg., Michel 1969; Begelman & Li
1994; Takahashi & Shibata 1998), it is concluded that the centrifu-
gal acceleration is inefficient, and flows on the open field lines are
Poynting energy dominant. There is toroidal magnetic field 𝐵𝜑 in
the open field region due to the poloidal current, which circulates
globally as shown in Figure 1. The azimuthal velocity does not fol-
low the corotation but does the iso-rotation law, 𝑣𝜑 = Ω∗𝜛 + 𝜅𝐵𝜑 ,
where 𝜅 is a scalar function to be determined. The open magnetic
field lines trail backward due to rotation, resulting in negative 𝜅𝐵𝜑 ,
meaning departure from the corotation. Thus the slingshot accel-
eration fails. Typical Lorentz factor to be reached is 𝜎1/3

∗ (Michel
1969, and elsewhere) where 𝜎∗ = 𝐵2/4𝜋𝑛𝑚𝑐2, is the magnetiza-
tion parameter, and 𝐵 and 𝑛 are the field strength and the number
density, respectively. An expression 𝜎∗ = 𝛾max/2M may be useful,
where 𝛾max = 𝑒𝐵L/𝑚𝑐Ω∗ is the maximum reachable Lorentz factor,
M = 𝑛/(Ω∗𝐵L/2𝜋𝑒𝑐) is the multiplicity of the plasma, and 𝐵L is
the light cylinder field. The value of 𝜎∗ gives the typical flow Lorentz
factor when most of the Poynting energy is converted into plasma. As
typical values, a period of 1 second, a surface field of 1012 G, and a
multiplicity of 103, we have 𝛾max ∼ 107, 𝜎∗ ∼ 104, and 𝜎1/3

∗ ∼ 200.
With this centrifugal acceleration we cannot explain the gamma-ray
emission from the pulsars, neither enough drift current for magnetic
field lines to open.

© 2024 The Authors
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Figure 3. Inner part of the solution at t = 55. Top left panel: The contours show the magnetic flux function, Ψ, and the colour image
shows Hφ; Top right panel: The contours show the magnetic flux function, Ψ, the arrows show the flow velocity, and the colour image
shows the magnitude of the poloidal electric current density multiplied by r2; Bottom left panel: The contours show the magnetic flux
function, the arrows show the flow velocity, and the colour image shows the log10(wW 2/B2); Bottom right panel: The contours show
the magnetic flux function, the arrows show the flow velocity, and the colour image shows B2.

the effects of reducing rs in Section 5.) The dependence of
b(1) on the azimuthal angle was introduce in order to reduce
the possible adverse effect on the current sheet should it be
formed inside the light cylinder. The actual value of b(0) is
to be found by the method of trial and error. Finally, we use
the following targets for the pressure and density

ps = a(2)ρsc
2, ρsc

2 = a(1)B
2, (38)

where a(1) = 0.01 and a(2) = 0.001.
In these simulations, the computational grid covered the

axisymmetric domain (r, θ) = [0.1, 50]× [0, π] and hence the
star radius was set to r∗ = 0.1. In order to speed up the
calculation we started with a relatively low resolution grid,
124 × 61, and then increased the resolution twice after the
solution seemed to have reached a steady-state on the scale
of several ϖlc. Hence the final grid had 496 × 244 cells.

Komisarov 2006
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FIG. 3.ÈFinal numerical solution for the structure of the axisymmetric
force-free magnetosphere of an aligned rotating magnetic dipole. We used
a grid of 30 ] 30 points inside and another 30 ] 30 points outside the light
cylinder. Thin lines represent Ñux surfaces in intervals of with0.1(pc ,( \ 0 along the axis. A small amount of return current Ñows between the
dashed Ðeld line and the thick line at which( \ 1.08(pc (open \ 1.36(pc ,determines the boundary between closed and open Ðeld lines, and where
the bulk of the return current Ñows. The null line, along which iso

e
\ 0,

shown dotted. The solution asymptotically approaches the dash-dotted
lines obtained through the integration of eq. (15).

outer (the bulk of the return1.08(pc \ ( \ 1.36(pccurrent obviously Ñows along the boundary between open
and closed lines, and along the equator, i.e., the thick line in
Fig. 3). This is very interesting in view of the fact that the
equivalent monopole current distribution comes close to
generating a continuous solution, although the physical
behavior of the inside and outside solutions di†er near the
light cylinder (Fig. 1c ; see Michel 1982). We would like to
emphasize that several trials of this procedure with di†erent
initial current distributions have all converged to the same
Ðnal distribution shown in Figure 4. This suggests that

there may in fact exist a unique poloidal electric current
distribution consistent with the assumptions of our treatment.

We would like to give particular emphasis to a subtle
point in our numerical treatment of the interface between
the open and closed Ðeld lines within the light cylinder. The
numerical relaxation procedure determines AA@((), and
A(() is obtained by integrating AA@ from ( \ 0 to (open.
This implies that there is no a priori guarantee that A((open)is equal to zero, and in fact it is not. The reader can con-
vince himself/herself that, because of north-south symmetry,
this implies that a return current sheet equal to [ A((open)Ñows along the equator and along the interface between
open and closed Ðeld lines. Since no poloidal electric
current can Ñow inside the closed domain, there is an
unavoidable discontinuity in across the interface, andBÕthis can only be balanced by a similar discontinuity in B

p
!

This e†ect is numerically entirely missed if one naively con-
siders the expression for AA@ as given in Figure 4, where
AA@ ] 0 for since one will then be missing the( ] (open,
delta function (not shown in Fig. 4) that corresponds to the
step discontinuity in A (e.g., Michel 1982). A Ðnite-
resolution numerical grid will not discern an inÐnite jump
in A((), and therefore we treat this problem by artiÐcially
transforming the step discontinuity into a smooth
(Gaussian) transition in A over an interval We0.1(open.
note that a similar problem does not arise in the split mono-
pole case, since the current sheet there extends all the way to
the origin, and can be simply treated as an equatorial
boundary.

The null line, i.e., the line with zero GJ space charge, is
shown dotted. The crossings of the null line by open Ðeld
lines have often been suspected to be the regions where
pulsar emission originates (Cheng et al. 1986 ; Romani
1996). We plan to investigate the detailed microphysics of
the gaps that will appear around these regions in a forth-
coming publication (see also ° 6). According to equation (6),
at large distances, the null line asymptotically approaches
the Ðeld line along which AA@ \ 0. Well within( \ 1.08(pcthe light cylinder, the null line is simply given by the locus
of points where the condition X Æ B \ 0 (or equivalently

is satisÐed.B
z
\ 0)
Knowing the poloidal electric current distribution along

the open magnetic Ðeld lines, we can also derive the asymp-
totic structure of our solution at distances x ? 1. One can

FIG. 4.ÈElectric current distribution A \ A(() (solid line) along the open Ðeld lines that allows for the solution presented in Fig. 3. Compare this with the
equivalent monopole (i.e., a monopole with the same amount of open Ðeld lines) electric current distribution (dashed line).A

m
[ \ [RLC~1 ((2 [ (/(open)Although our numerical iteration scheme seems to be relaxing only to this unique distribution, we have no theoretical arguments that this distribution is

indeed unique.
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FIG. 1.ÈNumerical checks of our integration routine. In (a) we run a simulation with 80 ] 80 points with AA@ \ 0 inside the light cylinder. We plot the
Ñux surfaces ( \ 0.15, 0.4, 1.0, 1.4, 1.59 (heavy line), and respectively (we remind the reader that ( \ 0 along the axis). The solution compares well1.7(pc,with Michel (1991), Fig. 4.9. In (b) we run a simulation with 30 ] 30 points inside the light cylinder and another 30 ] 30 points outside for a rotating (split)
monopole at the origin. The Ñux and current distributions, and , respectively, are obtained with high(

m
\ (open (1 [ cos h) A

m
\ [RLC~1 ((2 [ (/(open)precision. We plot the Ñux surfaces ( \ 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, and 1.0 (heavy line). In (c) we run a comparison with Michel (1991),times(openFig. 4.12, to show that, although the monopole current distribution comes close to a smooth solution, it is not the Ðnal answer (a numerical problem in that

solution is discussed in the text). In that simulation, we used the values of ((x \ 1~, z) obtained from the interior solution as boundary values ((x \ 1`, z) in
the exterior solution. Here, and We plot the Ñux surfaces ( \ 0.05, 0.2, 0.5, 0.9, 1.0, 1.1, and 1.5 timesA \ [((2 [ (/(open), (open \ 1.742(pc . (open.

pole (Michel 1973a), and the solution in Michel (1982). As
we said, we generate the distributions ( \ ((x, z) that
solve equation (5) inside and outside the light cylinder, and
then correct the electric current distribution to one that will
(hopefully) lower the di†erences ((x \ 1`, z) [ ((x \ 1~,
z) along the light cylinder. The reader can get an idea of the
discontinuities that the electric current distribution correc-
tion iteration goes through in Figure 2. The solution is
extremely sensitive to the electric current distribution, and
small deviations from the correct current distribution reÑect
to large kinks/discontinuities at the light cylinder. In view of
this sensitivity of the solution to the current distribution, it
becomes apparent that a simple guess of its form is likely to
result in discontinuities in the solutions.

4. THE SOLUTION

The procedure described in the previous section is repeat-
ed 50 times, at which point we obtain a magnetospheric
structure that is sufficiently smooth and continuous around
the light cylinder (Fig. 3). The last open Ðeld line (thick line)
corresponds to

(open \ 1.36(pc , (13)

where corresponds to the last Ðeld line which(pc 4 m/RLC

closes inside the distance to the light cylinder in the non-
relativistic dipole solution. As expected from our intuition
based on the current-free distorted dipole solution, (open [

and contrary to our naive intuition, the present mag-(pc,netically dominated system does not reach a closed Ðeld line
structure outside the light cylinder but rather opts (as we
will see) for a quasi-radial structure. A nice physical way to
see this e†ect is that the equivalent ““ weight ÏÏ associated
with the electromagnetic Ðeld energy pulls the lines open
because of the magnetospheric rotation (Bogovalov 1997).

The main electric current (which, for an aligned rotator,
Ñows into the star) is equal to

I \ 0.6IGJ , (14)

where is the electric current one obtains byIGJ 4 )2m/c
assuming that electrons (positrons in a counteraligned
rotator) with GJ number density stream outward at the
speed of light from the nonrelativistic dipole polar cap. This
electric current is distributed along the inner open Ðeld lines

as seen in Figure 4. The electric current0 \ ( \ 1.08(pc,distribution is close to the one which corresponds to a
rotating monopole with the same amount of open Ðeld lines
(dashed line), but varies slightly, in particular in that a small
amount of return current Ñows in the(Ireturn \ 0.03IGJ)

FIG. 2.ÈEvolution of the simulation for a rotating dipole at the origin, as the correct current distribution is approached in our iteration scheme (Ðrst,
second, third, and Ðfth iterations in [a], [b], and [c], respectively). Lines plotted as in Fig. 3.

Pulsar Y-point 5

Figure 5. Poloidal magnetic field strength in the equatorial plane as a func-
tion of R/RLC for the high-resolution solutions shown in figure 4. Bz is nor-
malized to B⇤r3

⇤/R3
LC. The divergence of Bz near the Y-point is much more

pronounced than in all previous solutions in the literature.

be locally favorable to form and eject plasmoids from the Y-point as
seen in the Hu & Beloborodov (2022) numerical simulations. Plas-
moid formation at the Y-point for various positions of the Y-point
needs further investigation.

4 CONCLUSIONS

In this short letter we corrected some common misconseptions
about the shape and the position of the magnetospheric Y-point.
We showed that the pulsar magnetosphere manifests a subtle global
electromagnetic energy minimum when its closed-line region ends
at about 90% of the light cylinder distance. This explains a result
seen in all global PIC numerical simulations of the past decade. This
subtle modification of the pulsar magnetosphere does not a↵ect sig-
nificantly its main properties, namely its electromagnetic energy loss
and the resulting pulsar spin down rate. It also does not explain the
divergence of the pulsar braking index n from its canonical dipolar
field value (according to eq. 1, for a fixed value of xY, the electro-
magnetic energy loss rate remains proportional to ⌦4, hence n = 3).
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従来の問題点
(1) 開いた磁場では遠⼼⼒加速は効かない Poynting flux 優勢 σ >>1

iso-rotation law
RMHD simula:on では、⾚道付近では必ずしもPoyn:ng flux 優勢でなく
Kine:c energy 優勢になるところができる。(けど、スッキリしない)

(2) 磁場構造をforce-free 近似で解いた (画期的︕と⾔われる)
⼦午⾯内電流を regularな解を得るために調整(決定)した。（私は
いけないことをしていると思った。)

(3) 決められた電流は出⼊りの収⽀が合ってい
なかった。薄い電流シートがあると思ってそこ
はブラックボックス(シート︖）として解かな
いことにした

(4) force-free (プラズマなし)なのに閉じた磁場
が開くのはおかしい。⼈為的な解。

(5) Y-point ⼿前で磁場が発散する。 Contopoulos, I., Kazanas, D., 
¥& Fendt, C.¥ 1999, ¥apj, 511, 
351

RMHD simulation

force-free 解
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the numerical experiments do not reconstruct concrete
observed pulsars. The achieved separation of scales and the
multiplicity of e± creation are still below those in real objects.
In addition, photon free paths were drawn from a simple
prescribed distribution. More detailed calculations of photon
−photon collisions will require expensive simulations of
radiative transfer (and vastly vary between different pulsars).

Our main results may be summarized as follows.
The energy release and e± creation are strongly concentrated

in the thin, Y-shaped current sheet, with a peak in a small
volume at the Y-point. This is a remarkable feature, especially
taking into account that the mean free path of gamma rays near
the light cylinder is comparable to RLC in our simulation. This
self-organized concentration of e± creation is achieved by the
system via developing an enormous rotation rate at the Y-point,
which results in nearly perfect beaming of gamma-ray emission
along the azimuthal direction. The plasma develops super-
rotation by absorbing the angular momentum flux flowing from
the star along the poloidal magnetic lines.
The simulation shows that the radius of the Y-point circle RY

is shifted inward from the light cylinder by about 15% and
“breathes” with a small amplitude around this average position.
This implies a mildly relativistic corotation speed at the
Y-point, vco≈ 0.85c. The actual ultrarelativistic rotation of the
plasma far exceeds corotation with the star. Therefore, we call
it superrotation.
We have studied in detail the Y-shaped current sheet. The

separatrix current at r< RY is mainly supported by the electron
backflow from the dense Y-point cloud (with smaller fractions
supplied by e± discharge in the separatrix itself and by ion
extraction from the star). The thickness of the separatrix current
sheet Δsh is self-regulated to marginal charge starvation and
therefore related to the plasma density at the Y-point. The
system achieves a small Δsh by sustaining a high density at RY
via the concentrated pair creation. The accumulated pair
density at the Y-point is limited by the confinement condition,
as plasma excess is intermittently ejected into the equatorial
outflow through the elastic magnetic nozzle at RY. It will be
interesting to investigate in future simulations whether a higher
multiplicity of e± creation near the star could significantly
change the processes at the light cylinder. Simulations by

Figure 13. Plasmoids formed by magnetic reconnection in the equatorial outflow. The snapshot was taken at t = 213.2 Rå/c, at the end of the simulation. Top:
electron density ne. Bottom: contours of the normalized magnetic flux function f fmax.

Figure 14. Vertical speed of the plasma flow toward the equatorial current
sheet. It approximately represents the reconnection speed, which is originally
defined as the drift speed ¢vD in the wind rest frame ¢K (where the horizontal
drift vanishes). Here, the hydrodynamic speed of electrons was used as a proxy
of the plasma flow. It was measured at z = ±0.15Rå, as a function of x. The
values are averaged over the last revolution, 176 < ct/Rå < 213.
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damping is applied where m> B R0.1 3. Effectively, in this
region, particles are constrained to move along the rotating
magnetic field line, like beads on a wire. This prevents artificial
magnetic bottles and allows the particles to sink along the field
lines toward the star.

We have also implemented e± annihilation, which helps
control the number of simulated particles. The minimum
particle flux in the equatorial current sheet is I0/e, which would
correspond to the positron outflow = ´ N c R2.26 100

6 in
our simulation. The actual outflow is greater by the multiplicity
factor   1. We use annihilation at large distances
r> 3RLC, where the spatial cells Δr∝ r become overpopulated
by the dense e± outflow.

3. Structure of the Magnetosphere

The magnetosphere does not find a true steady state and
continues to “breathe,” ejecting chunks of plasma (“plas-
moids”) along the equatorial plane. However, many of its
important features can be studied using time-averaged
quantities. The time averaging smears out the plasmoids
moving in the equatorial current sheet (which will be discussed
separately in Section 5). However, it still gives a sufficiently
crispy image of the magnetosphere and provides a clear picture
of dissipation, gamma-ray emission, and e± creation. In this
section, we present the magnetospheric structure averaged over
two rotation periods during the quasi-steady state observed
toward the end of the simulation, between t= 136Rå/c and
213Rå/c.

Figure 1 shows the time-averaged electric current (poloidal
component Jpol), charge density ρ, and toroidal magnetic field
Bf. One can see the three basic components predicted by the
FFE model: the closed zone with Jpol= 0 and Bf= 0, the
negative current from the polar caps (which sustains Bf≠ 0 in
the open field line bundle), and the Y-shaped current sheet with
Jr> 0 (the return current). The Y-point is located at radius
RY< RLC.

The observed configuration also displays the charge
density ρ predicted by the FFE model. In particular, the
separatrix bounding the closed zone is negatively charged

(Lyubarsky 1990), and the equatorial current sheet outside
the Y-point is positively charged. In addition, the kinetic
simulation shows that the charged layer along the separatrix
at r< RY is actually a double layer, resembling a charged
capacitor, with a positive surface charge residing just inward
of the negatively charged current sheet.
Figure 2 shows the densities and electric currents carried by

the three particle species: electrons, positrons, and ions. We
observe that the polar-cap current is charge separated, i.e., it is
carried by one species—the electrons extracted from the star.
There is practically no e± creation in the polar region. The
electrons flow out along the magnetic field lines with modest
energies and carry a negligible fraction of the pulsar spin-down
power. The charge density of the polar outflow is close to the
corotation density ρco≈−Ω ·B/2πc.
Note that ρco changes sign along the “null surface” where

Ω ·B= 0.6 At this surface, the charge-separated outflow was
expected to form an “outer gap” (Cheng et al. 1986). We find in
our simulation that this region is marginally capable of
accelerating electrons and positrons to Lorentz factors∼ γthr.
Furthermore, the current flowing through this region is small,
and therefore the null line does not cause strong dissipation or
gamma-ray emission. A further increase in resolution and
voltage (a higher γ0/γthr) would activate the discharge around
the null surface, somewhat helping the “return” (positive)
current to flow through the region (Bransgrove et al. 2022).
The positive return current flowing through the magneto-

sphere of the aligned rotator is dominated by the thin, Y-shaped
current sheet. Hence, to the first approximation, the sheet
carries the current

» ( )I I , 15sh 0

where I0 is given in Equation (3). At r< RY, this current sheet
has α< 0 (Equation (6)), which prohibits sustaining Ish by a
charge-separated ion flow extracted from the star. Instead, the
system employs copious e± creation to sustain Ish. We have

Figure 1. Time-averaged poloidal current density Jpol, total charge density ρ, and toroidal magnetic field Bf. Green curves show the poloidal magnetic field lines
(poloidal cross sections of the axisymmetric magnetic flux surfaces), uniformly spaced in the magnetic flux function. The white dashed vertical line indicates the light
cylinder. The plots have a resolution of 42 times coarser than the native resolution in the simulation.

6 In the dipolar approximation,W qµ - =· ( )B 3 cos 1 02 is satisfied on the
cone θnull ≈ 55°. The actual magnetic field configuration changes from dipolar
at r ∼ RLC, and the null surface is bent.
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Hu, R. ¥& Beloborodov, A.~M.¥ 2022, ¥apj, 939, 42. 
doi:10.3847/1538-4357/ac961d

(6) PIC simulationでforce-free 的な解も得られた。
PICsimulationは author ごとに条件が異なるためいろい
ろな現象が起きて、はっきりしたことが何かわかっ
たという状況ではない。Y-point 近傍で、プラズモイ
ドの放出が広くみられたがなぜプラズモイドが出る
か説明できない。

これらの問題を解決するMHD flow の計算結果を得た

結果

軸対象定常 ideal-MHD flow (いわゆる field-aligned equations)
を解いた。

代数⽅程式
fast critical point を通る解を求める。

PIC simulation

ejec8on of plasmoids
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ABSTRACT
We investigate the centrifugal acceleration in an axisymmetric pulsar magnetosphere under the ideal-MHD approximation. We
solved the field-aligned equations of motion for flows inside the current layer, which is a thin sheet in the force-free model. We
find that flows coming into the vicinity of a Y-point become super-fast. The centrifugal acceleration takes place efficiently, and
most of the Poynting energy is converted into kinetic energy. However, the super-fast flow does not provide enough centrifugal
drift current to open the magnetic field. Opening of the magnetic field becomes possible by injection of the plasmas that are
accelerated in the azumuthal direction with a large Lorentz factor at the Y-point. Magnetic reconnetion with plasmoid emission
plays an important role there. We also find a solution that explains how the corotating plasma injected with a large Lorentz
factor is created. This process requires an increase of the poloidal field strength just inside the Y-point, which is expected in the
force-free solution.
Key words: keyword1 – keyword2 – keyword3

1 INTRODUCTION
Particle acceleration by pulsars is a long-standing problem in as-
trophysics. In an early stage of investigation, the idea of the
relativistic centrifugal wind is intensively studied (Michel 1969;
Goldreich & Julian 1970; Li & Melrose 1994). Since the centrifu-
gal acceleration is based on the corotation motion of the mag-
netospheric plasmas, plasama density is assumed to be high,
and the ideal-MHD condition holds everywhere. In reality, how-
ever, acceleration mechanism depends on plasma density, and
more specifically on where and how much electron-positron paris
are created. Then particle acceleration by field-aligned electric
field also interests us to explane the pulsed emission from ra-
dio to gamma-ray (Jackson 1976; Cheng, Ruderman, & Sutherland
1976; Takata, Wang, & Cheng 2011; Ruderman & Sutherland 1975;
Shibata 1997; Timokhin 2010)

Recently, Particle-in-Cell (PIC) simulations are ap-
plied to underdtand the global strucuture of the
pulsar magnetosphere (Chen & Beloborodov 2014;
Belyaev 2015; Hakobyan, Philippov, & Spitkovsky 2023;
Bransgrove, Beloborodov, & Levin 2023; Hu & Beloborodov
2022). They are able to treat both the field-aligned paritcle acceler-
ation and the centrifugal accelation. However, the problem of the
centrifugal acceleration still remains unresolved. In this paper, we
revisit this problem, and compare with recent PIC simulations.

We consider an axisymmetry steady magnetosphere with a mag-
netic diople moment at the center parallel to the angular velocity.
The plasma density is much higher than the Goldrech-Julian densiy
everywhere, so that the ideal-MHD approximation holds. We do not
ask pair creation processes at the moment.

The magnetospheric plasma tends to corotate with the star. Strict

★ E-mail: shibata@sci.kj.yamagata-u.ac.jp

corotaion would lead us to a divergence of the Lorentz factor at the
light cylinder, i.e.,
𝑣𝜑 = 𝜛Ω∗ → 𝑐 as 𝜛 → 𝑐/Ω∗ ≡ 𝑅L, (1)
where Ω∗ is the angular velocity of the star, 𝜛 is the axial distance,
and 𝑅𝐿 is the radius of the light cylinder. In reality, just within the
light cylinder, the inertia would be so large that the centrifugal drift
current would open the magnetic field lines. The plasma acceler-
ated in azimuthal direction with a large Lorentz factor would finally
be thrown away along the open field lines. This is the idea of the
centrifugal acceleration, just like a trebuchet.

However, after some works (eg., Michel 1969; Begelman & Li
1994; Takahashi & Shibata 1998), it is concluded that the centrifu-
gal acceleration is inefficient, and flows on the open field lines are
Poynting energy dominant. There is toroidal magnetic field 𝐵𝜑 in
the open field region due to the poloidal current, which circulates
globally as shown in Figure 1. The azimuthal velocity does not fol-
low the corotation but does the iso-rotation law, 𝑣𝜑 = Ω∗𝜛 + 𝜅𝐵𝜑 ,
where 𝜅 is a scalar function to be determined. The open magnetic
field lines trail backward due to rotation, resulting in negative 𝜅𝐵𝜑 ,
meaning departure from the corotation. Thus the slingshot accel-
eration fails. Typical Lorentz factor to be reached is 𝜎1/3

∗ (Michel
1969, and elsewhere) where 𝜎∗ = 𝐵2/4𝜋𝑛𝑚𝑐2, is the magnetiza-
tion parameter, and 𝐵 and 𝑛 are the field strength and the number
density, respectively. An expression 𝜎∗ = 𝛾max/2M may be useful,
where 𝛾max = 𝑒𝐵L/𝑚𝑐Ω∗ is the maximum reachable Lorentz factor,
M = 𝑛/(Ω∗𝐵L/2𝜋𝑒𝑐) is the multiplicity of the plasma, and 𝐵L is
the light cylinder field. The value of 𝜎∗ gives the typical flow Lorentz
factor when most of the Poynting energy is converted into plasma. As
typical values, a period of 1 second, a surface field of 1012 G, and a
multiplicity of 103, we have 𝛾max ∼ 107, 𝜎∗ ∼ 104, and 𝜎1/3

∗ ∼ 200.
With this centrifugal acceleration we cannot explain the gamma-ray
emission from the pulsars, neither enough drift current for magnetic
field lines to open.

© 2024 The Authors
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Figure 5. A model of �̂�(𝑥 ) ∝ 𝐵p𝜛2 for the flow A, B and C.

is given by

𝜎 = 𝜎0 �̂�, (8)

𝜎0 =
𝐵𝐿

4𝜋𝑚𝑐𝑔(𝜓) = 𝛾max

(
𝑣p/𝑐
2M

)
inj

(
Ω∗

Ω(𝜓)

)
≈ 𝛾max

Minj
, (9)

�̂� =
𝐵𝑝𝜛2

𝐵𝐿𝑅2
𝐿

, (10)

where the subscript "inj" indicates the value at the injection point.
The configuration of the poloidal magnetic field only comes into
the parameter �̂� ∝ 𝐵𝑝𝜛2. The final parameter 𝜎0 is essentially the
electromotive force of the star divided by the multiplicity of the flow
considered, featuring the magnetosphere. If 𝛾 ∼ 𝜎0, then it indicates
that most of Poynting energy is converted into kinetic energy.

The key parameter that makes difference between the flow A and
the flow B is �̂�. We introduce a simple model for �̂�.

The poloidal magnetic field would be something like dipole near
the star, and changes to something like radial near and beyond the
light cylinder. Mimicking this, a simple function for �̂� is introduced
as follows. The magnetic stream function for a dipole field is 𝜓 =
𝐵L𝑅3

L sin 𝜃/𝑟 , where the spherical polar coordinates (𝑟, 𝜃, 𝜑) has
been used. For the dipole field, we have

�̂�dip (𝑥) = (𝜓/𝐵L𝑅
2
L)

[
4 − 3(𝜓𝑥/𝐵L𝑅

2
L)

2/3
]1/2

, (11)

where 𝑥 = 𝜛/𝑅L. Since �̂� is constant for radial field, we assume that
it gradually changes to a constant,

�̂�radial = (𝜓/𝐵L𝑅
2
L)

[
4 − 3(𝜓𝑥c/𝐵L𝑅

2
L)

2/3
]1/2

, (12)

at about 𝑥𝑐 , so that �̂� for the flow A is assumed to be

�̂�a (𝑥) = 𝑆

(
𝑥𝑐 − 𝑥

𝛿𝑐

)
�̂�dip (𝑥) + 𝑆

(
𝑥 − 𝑥𝑐
𝛿𝑐

)
�̂�radial (𝑥), (13)

where 𝑆(𝑥) = 1/[exp(−𝑥) +1] is the sigmoid function (see Figure 5).
As an example of the flow A, we take 𝛾max = 107 and Minj = 103,

and therefore 𝜎0 = 104. The solutions in the 𝑧-𝑣 plane are shown in
Figure 6, where the critical solution is colored in red. It is known
that all the solutions pass through the Alfvén point. The denominator
of (5) must be positive, so that there is a borbidden region, which is
bounded by the two curves,

𝑣+ =
1 +

√
𝜆𝑧

𝑧(𝑧 +
√
𝜆)

, 𝑣− =
1 −

√
𝜆𝑧

𝑧(𝑧 −
√
𝜆)

, (14)

indicated by the dashed curves in the figure. The critical points are
the points where the two curves, 𝜕𝜖

𝜕𝑣
= 0 and 𝜕𝜖

𝜕𝑧
= 0 meet. These

Figure 6. A family of the solutions and the critical solution (red) of the field
aligned flow A. The dashed curves indicate the boundaries of the forbidden
region. The green and orange curves shows where 𝜕𝜖 /𝜕𝑣 = 0 and 𝜕𝜖 /𝜕𝑧 =
0, respectively.

Figure 7. Left panel: The particle energy 𝛾 (solid curve), and the total energy
𝜖f (dashed line). Rright panel: The azimuthal velosity 𝑣𝜑 as a function of 𝑥.

curves are also plotted in Figure 6. Since �̂� is essentially constant
beyon the Alfvén point, the X-type critical point goes to infinity as
in the case of the pure radial flow. After an iteration, the value of 𝜆 is
determined so that the injection point locates at about 𝑧 = 0.1. The
obtained parameters of the critical solution is given in Table 1.

The critical solution gives 𝛾 = 21.4 at 𝑧 = 100, which is consistent
with the Michel’s solution 𝜖1/3

f = 21.5 for the radial flow. The total
energy 𝜖f is ≈ 𝜎0. In Figure 7, we plot the two values, 𝛾 and 𝜖f/𝑚𝑐2,
difference of which is the Poyinting flux, showing that the flow A
is a Poynting dominant flow. The azimuthal velocity shows large
deviation from the corotation as seen in the right panel of Figure 7.

Next, we consider the flow B. In this case, the flow comes into a
weak field region near the Y-point, so that we expect decrease of �̂�
just outside of the Alfvén point. We model this by

�̂�b (𝑥) =
[
(1 − 𝐷) 𝑆

(
𝑥d − 𝑥

𝛿d

)
+ 𝐷

]
�̂�a, (15)

where 𝐷 and 𝑥d, respectively, determine how strong and where the
magnetic field decreases. If 𝐷 = 0, there is no decrease, but if it is
finite, �̂� drops down to 𝐷�̂�radial at large distances. In a following
example of solutions, we use 𝐷 = 0.01, 𝑥d = 1.2, and 𝛿𝑑 = 0.1, as
shown in Figure 5. The value of 𝜎0 is set to be the same as the flow
A, i.e., 𝜎0 = 104.

There is a topological change in the curves as shown in Figure 8.
An X-type critical point, the fast point, appears just beyond the Alfvén
point; 𝑧f = 1.13. The Lorentz factor glows up around the fast point
from the value at the injection (𝛾 = 1.1) to 2.95 × 103, which means
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Figure 5. Models of �̂�(𝑥 ) ∝ 𝐵p𝜛2 for the flow A, B and C.

the same time, the flow energy 𝜖f = 𝜖 (𝜉f , 𝑣f). is obtaind such as an
eigen value.

The Bernoulli function 𝜖 (𝜉, 𝑣) has two free parameters, 𝜆 and 𝜎.
However, the value of 𝜆 is detemined implicitly by a given boundary
condition. Firstly we assume 𝜆, and obtain a critical solution which
passes through the fast-point. Then we examine whether the solution
satisfies the boundary conditions. If not, we must change 𝜆 until the
boundary conditions are satisfied.

Thus, 𝜎 is the only parameter that detemines the flow property. It
is given by

𝜎 = 𝜎0 �̂�, (9)

𝜎0 =
𝐵𝐿

4𝜋𝑚𝑐𝑔(𝜓) = 𝛾max

(
𝑣p/𝑐
2M

)
inj

(
Ω∗

Ω(𝜓)

)
≈ 𝛾max

Minj
, (10)

�̂� =
𝐵𝑝𝜛2

𝐵𝐿𝑅2
𝐿

, (11)

where 𝑔(𝜓) = 𝑛𝜅 = 𝑛𝑣p/𝐵p, and the subscript "inj" indicates the
value at the injection point. The configuration of the poloidal mag-
netic field only comes into the parameter �̂� ∝ 𝐵𝑝𝜛2. The final
parameter 𝜎0 is essentially the electromotive force of the star di-
vided by the multiplicity of the flow considered. If 𝛾 ∼ 𝜎0, then most
of Poynting energy is converted into kinetic energy.

The key parameter that makes difference between the flow A and
the flow B is �̂�. We introduce a simple model for �̂�.

The poloidal magnetic field would be something like dipole near
the star, and changes to something like radial near and beyond the
light cylinder. Mimicking this, a simple function for �̂� is introduced
as follows. The magnetic stream function for a dipole field is 𝜓 =
𝐵L𝑅3

L𝜛/𝑟2, where 𝑟 = (𝑍2+𝜛2)1/2. For the dipole field, �̂� becomes

�̂�dip (𝑥) = (𝜓/𝐵L𝑅
2
L)

[
4 − 3(𝜓𝑥/𝐵L𝑅

2
L)

2/3
]1/2

, (12)

where 𝑥 = 𝜛/𝑅L. Since �̂� is constant for radial field, we assume that
it gradually changes to a constant,

�̂�radial = (𝜓/𝐵L𝑅
2
L)

[
4 − 3(𝜓𝑥c/𝐵L𝑅

2
L)

2/3
]1/2

, (13)

at about 𝑥𝑐 , so that �̂� for the flow A is assumed to be

�̂�a (𝑥) = 𝑆

(
𝑥𝑐 − 𝑥

𝛿𝑐

)
�̂�dip (𝑥) + 𝑆

(
𝑥 − 𝑥𝑐
𝛿𝑐

)
�̂�radial (𝑥), (14)

where 𝑆(𝑥) = 1/[exp(−𝑥) +1] is the sigmoid function (see Figure 5).
As an example of the flow A, we take 𝛾max = 107 and Minj = 103,

and therefore 𝜎0 = 104. The solutions in the 𝜉-𝑣 plane are shown
in Figure 6, where the critical solution is colored in red. It is known

Figure 6. A family of the solutions and the critical solution (red) of the flow A.
The dashed curves indicate the boundaries of the forbidden region. The green
and orange curves shows where 𝜕𝜖 /𝜕𝑣 = 0 and 𝜕𝜖 /𝜕𝜉 = 0, respectively.

Figure 7. Left panel: The particle energy 𝛾 (solid curve), and the total energy
𝜖f (dashed line) as functions of log 𝜉 . Rright panel: The azimuthal velosity
𝑣𝜑 as a function of 𝑥 = 𝜛/𝑅L. The dashed curve indicates the corotation
for 𝑥 < 1 and the free emission tangent to the light cylinder for 𝑥 > 1.

that all the solutions pass through the Alfvén point. The denominator
of (5) must be positive, so that there is a forbidden region, which is
bounded by the two curves,

𝑣+ =
1 +

√
𝜆𝜉

𝜉 (𝜉 +
√
𝜆)

, 𝑣− =
1 −

√
𝜆𝜉

𝜉 (𝜉 −
√
𝜆)

, (15)

indicated by the dashed curves in the figure. The critical points are
the points where the two curves, 𝜕𝜖/𝜕𝑣 = 0 and 𝜕𝜖/𝜕𝜉 = 0 meet.
These curves are also plotted in Figure 6. Since �̂� is essentially
constant beyond the Alfvén point, the X-type critical point, namely
the fast point, goes to infinity as in the case of the pure radial flow.
After an iteration, the value of 𝜆 is determined so that the injection
point locates at about 𝜉 = 0.1. The obtained parameters of the critical
solution is given in Table 1.

The critical solution gives 𝛾 = 21.4 at 𝜉 = 100, which is consistent
with the Michel’s solution 𝜖1/3

f = 21.5 for the radial flow. The total
energy 𝜖f is ≈ 𝜎0. In the left panel of Figure 7, we plot 𝛾 as a
function of log 𝜉 with 𝜖f/𝑚𝑐2, which is constant. Difference of 𝛾
and 𝜖f/𝑚𝑐2 gives the Poyinting flux, showing that the flow A is a
Poynting dominant flow. The azimuthal velocity deviates from the
corotation as seen in the right panel of Figure 7.

Next, we consider the flow B. In this case, the flow comes into a
weak field region near the Y-point, so that we expect a significant
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Flow A: Y-point から離れた開いた磁場に沿った流れ

Alfven point半径で規格化
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半径ー速度図

fast point →♾

加速しない︓Poynting dominant

半径ー粒⼦あたりエネルギー図

光半径で規格化した半径

半径ーVφ 図
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σ0 〜 γ max / M 〜 γ まで加速

Flow B: Y-point 近傍に⼊ってくる流れ

ほとんど100%近くの電磁場エネル
ギーが運動エネルギーに変換される。
共回転に近くなっている。

Y-point 近くで磁場が減少する条件で計算

遠⼼⼒ドリフト電流は磁場を開くほど⼤きくない︕
この加速では磁場は開かない。
密度の減少のため電流密度が⼤きくなれない。

半径ー速度図

半径ー粒⼦あたりエネルギー図 半径ーVφ 図
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半径ー速度図
Flow C: 密度を減少させないため
に、Y-pointからプラズマを注⼊

Fast pointがAlfven point に縮退

Lorentz 因⼦が発散しかけたプラズマが⼊ってきた

Flow D : 注⼊前の閉
じた磁場中での前駆
加速の解を⾒つけた

Y-point に向かって磁場が増⼤していればこ
の解になる。

4.17. A REVIEW ON RECONNECTION

4.17.2 What happens in the pulsar: revisit

Let us consider a magnetosphere filled with quasi-neutral plasma, ie, its density is much

higher than the Goldreich-Julian (GJ) density. In this case, the ideal-MHD condition

would hold as long as the Lorentz factor of the particles is moderate.

Under the ideal-MHD, the plasma tends to co-rotate with the star because of electro-

magnetic induction. The strict co-rotation suggests a catastrophe as seen in

global-2corot; vϕ = Ωϖ → c as ϕ → RL = c/Ω, (4.17.65)

where the Lorentz factor would diverge toward the light cylinder. Then, actually, centrifu-

gal force increases up to some critical value to break up the ideal-MHD, and the plasma

might be thrown away with a high Lorentz factor. This is an idea of the “centrifugal

wind”. The outflow must be along the open magnetic field lines, so breakup of the field

lines to open is an essential ingredient for the centrifugal acceleration, but this is also an

result of the enhanced inertia of the plasma.

Along the open field lines, however, the flow velocity does not follow (4.17.65) but does

the iso-rotation law,

global-2isorot; v = Ωϖeϕ + κB, (4.17.66)

where κ is a scaler function to be determined. As seen in its azimuthal component

Vϕ = Ωϕ+κBϕ, a delay from the strict co-rotation takes place due to bending of magnetic

field backward, Bϕ < 0 in the upper hemisphere z > 0, and vice versa in the lower

hemisphere. This suppress increase of the Lorentz factor. Many authors have shown

that the centrifugal acceleration is moderate, say γ∞ ∼ σ1/3 in the Michel solution. It is

sometimes said that the centrifugal acceleration is analogous to a bead thrown away on

the rotating rigid rod. In this analogy, the reality is that the rod is elastic and that the

bending is too large to accelerate a bead.

The toroidal field Bϕ appears in the poloidal current loop according to the Améar’s

law. The poloidal current loop is such that it starts from the neutron star, goes out along

the equatorial region toward infinity, and turns back to the star in higher latitudes. It is

notable that the toroidal field disappears, and the strict co-rotation could be takes place

at the outer edge of the current loop.

With keeping in these points in mind, we find that vicinity of the Y-point is only the

place where efficient centrifugal acceleration can take place.

304 global

ローレンツ因⼦の発散

磁気リコネクションして
プラズモイドのejecttion

半径ー粒⼦あたりエネルギー図半径ー粒⼦あたりエネルギー図

半径ーVφ 図
半径ーVφ 図

半径ー速度図
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• 開いた磁場に沿った遠⼼⼒加速は有効でない
(Poynting dominant σ >> 1)

• ただし、Y-point (磁気中性点)近傍では有効 (Kinetic E. 
dominant σ <<1)

• ただし、この流れの遠⼼⼒ドリフト電流では磁場
は開かない

• 磁場を開くのは、閉じた磁場から開いた磁場に遷
移する流れによって可能になる。

• 遷移は磁気リコネクションによるプラズモイド放
出によって可能になる。

• 遠⼼⼒の役割は閉じた磁場を開くことであり、こ
れによって磁気圏電流系が確⽴さえすれば、ほと
んどの中⼼星のエネルギーは電磁場エネルギー
(Poynting energy)の形で放出される。

相対論的遠⼼⼒加速のまとめ

Y-Point 近傍の構造


